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Prólogo

La segmentación es uno de los temas principales en visión por computador
debido a su importancia y complejidad. No hay ninguna herramienta genérica
de segmentación, luego su metodología de uso debe ser adaptada o extendida
según las propiedades de los datos y estructuras a procesar.

La Tomografía Electrónica (TE) es la única técnica que permite la vi-
sualización en tres dimensiones (3D) de la arquitectura subcelular y la or-
ganización macromolecular de células y tejidos en estado natural a escala
nanométrica. Los datos de TE son mapas de densidad 3D, tomogramas,
reconstruidos desde un conjunto de imágenes de proyección bidimensionales
adquiridas a partir del espécimen en diferentes vistas. Aunque el proce-
dimiento de reconstrucción está claramente establecido, su interpretación es
difícil debido a varios factores inherentes a esta técnica: la baja relación señal
a ruido, el bajo contraste, los artefactos debidos a la cantidad limitada de vis-
tas del espécimen y la apabullante complejidad de las estructuras biológicas
contenidas. Además, las estructuras de interés pueden variar sustancialmente
dependiendo del tipo de estudio que se vaya a realizar.

La segmentación constituye el mayor cuello de botella en TE, especial-
mente en aquellos estudios que tratan de visualizar la arquitectura subcelular.
Pese a que numerosos métodos computacionales han sido propuestos en el
este campo, ninguno aún se ha destacado por tener una aplicabilidad gener-
alista. Como consecuencia, la segmentación manual sigue siendo una elección
común. Los paquetes software más populares en TE incorporan herramientas
gráficas intuitivas para asistir al usuario en la segmentación y etiquetación
del contenido de los tomogramas, y progresivamente están incorporando al-
gunas de las técnicas de computación más conocidas (e.j. aquellas basadas
en la transformada de Watershed o umbralización) con la intención de con-
vertir a la segmentación en un proceso semi-automático. Las tendencias más
recientes en este campo van en la dirección de desarrollar métodos enfocados
a la segmentación de rasgos específicos (e.j. membranas, filamentos, etc.). La
mayoría de estos métodos están basados en algún tipo de template matching.

En campos en dónde la aplicación de técnicas de procesado de imagen
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vi Prólogo

está firmemente establecida, como en el Análisis de Imagen Médica, existe
una familia de métodos que han demostrado ser los más efectivos para la
segmentación de rasgos básicos (e.j. superficies, curvas, masas) presentes en
imágenes o volúmenes. Esos métodos se basan en la geometría diferencial, la
cual proporciona un marco riguroso, potente y computacionalmente eficiente
para la segmentación de estructuras más complejas. Es más, algunas de sus
propiedades se inspiran en el Sistema Visual Humano. A pesar de la gran
aceptación de estos métodos en aquellos campos donde han sido empleados,
aún no han sido aplicados en TE.

El propósito general de esta tesis consiste en el análisis y desarrollo de
modelos y técnicas computacionales basadas en geometría diferencial para
su aprovechamiento en el campo de la TE, cuyas prestaciones son además
validadas mediante estimaciones cuantitativas usando tanto datos sintéticos
como experimentales. La implementación de algoritmos para la segmentación
de estructuras biológicas requiere entender la estructura diferencial de los
tomogramas, así como definir modelos y detectores para éstas estructuras.
La variedad de la estructuras biológicas convierte su segmentación en un
gran problema. Por esta razón, esta tesis se ha centrado en las membranas
(estructuras con forma de superficie), las cuales son estructuras biológicas
importantes ya que constituyen los límites naturales de los compartimentos
celulares así como las células en si mismas. En trabajos posteriores, las
herramientas basadas en geometría diferencial presentadas aquí pueden ser
adaptadas a otras estructuras como filamentos (forma de curva), complejos
macromoleculares (forma de masa) o uniones entre estructuras básicas.

Esta tesis se ha dividido en cinco capítulos. El Capítulo 1 es una introduc-
ción a la TE donde se hace una revisión profunda de las técnicas usadas en
este campo, además se presenta el marco global en el que se fundamenta esta
tesis. El Capítulo 2 describe y evalúa la primera aproximación desarrollada
para resolver el problema de la detección de membranas. Ésta parte de la
definición de un modelo Gausiano para membranas y de un detector basado
en la geometría diferencial. El Capítulo 3 extiende esta aproximación para
proporcionar la posibilidad de clasificar las membranas. Para ello, se extraen
los perfiles de las membranas gracias a la estimación previa de sus normales,
su caracterización basada en un modelo local Gausiano, y su clasificación em-
pleando las técnicas de agrupamiento (clustering) estándares. El Capítulo 4
se centra de nuevo en la detección de membranas. Partiendo de la estrate-
gia de Tensor Voting, que permite propagar la información de la estructura
diferencial, se desarrolla y optimiza un nuevo método de detección de mem-
branas. Finalmente, el Capítulo 5 recoge la conclusiones generadas por esta
tesis y propone algunas direcciones en las que continuar la investigación.



Preface

Segmentation is one of the principal topics in computer vision because of
its importance and complexity. There are no generic tools for segmentation,
so the methodology to use must be adapted or extended according to the
properties of the datasets and the structures to segment.

Electron Tomography (ET) is a technique with a unique ability to visu-
alise in three-dimensions (3D) the subcellular architecture and macromolecu-
lar organisation of native cell and tissues at nanometre scale. ET datasets are
3D density maps, tomograms, reconstructed from a set of two-dimensional
projection images acquired from the specimen at different views. Although
3D reconstruction of tomograms is well established, their interpretation is
hampered by several factors that are inherent to the technique: the low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), artefacts due to limited views of the specimen,
and the overwhelming complexity of the biological structures within. Fur-
thermore, the structures of interest may substantially vary depending on the
purpose of the ET study.

Segmentation constitutes a major bottleneck in ET, especially in those
studies intended to visualise the subcellular architecture. Although numerous
computational methods have been proposed in the field to facilitate this task,
none has stood out as a general applicable method yet. As a consequence,
manual segmentation is still a common method of choice. Most popular ET
software packages incorporate intuitive graphical tools to assist the user to
segment and annotate tomograms, and progressively they are incorporating
some of the most known computational techniques (e.g. those based on
the Watershed transform or thresholding) in order to make segmentation a
semi-automatic process. Lately, the trend in the field has evolved towards
the development of segmentation methods focused on specific features (e.g.
membranes, filaments, etc.). Most of these methods rely on some sort of
template matching.

In mature fields where application of image processing is firmly estab-
lished, such as Medical Image Analysis, there exists a family of methods
that have proved to be the most effective ones for segmentation of the ba-
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sic features (e.g. surfaces, curves, blobs) present in images/volumes. These
methods are based on differential geometry, which provides a rigorous, com-
putationally efficient and powerful framework for the segmentation of more
complex structures. Furthermore, some properties of these methods are in-
spired on the Human Vision System. Despite the well acceptance of these
methods in those related fields, they had not been applied in ET yet.

The main purpose of this thesis is to adapt segmentation techniques based
on differential geometry to ET, evaluate the performance on experimental
datasets and carry out a quantitative assessment. It is necessary to under-
stand differential structure of tomograms, define models and detectors for the
biological structures in order to be able to implement algorithms for segment-
ing these structures. The variety of biological structures turns segmentation
into a very wide problem. Therefore, this thesis has focused on membranes
(surface-like structures), which are important biological structures because
they constitute the natural limits of cell compartments and cells themselves.
In future works, the tools based on differential geometry presented here can
be adapted to other structures such as filaments (line-like), macromolecular
complexes (blob-like) or junctions between basic structures.

This thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter 1 is an introduction to
ET where we make an special review of the segmentation techniques used
this field. The global framework where this thesis is grounded in is also pre-
sented. Chapter 2 then describes and evaluates the first approach devised
in this thesis to membrane detection. It relies on a Gaussian-like membrane
model and a local detector that is based on differential geometry. Next,
Chapter 3 extends this approach to provide abilities for membrane classifi-
cation. It extracts out membrane profiles through their estimated normals,
characterise them based on a local Gaussian model, and classifies them with
standard clustering techniques. Chapter 4 re-visits membrane detection. A
new, improved method is devised that makes use of a Tensor Voting strategy
to propagate differential structure information through the neighbourhoods.
Finally, Chapter 5 gathers the conclusions generated by this thesis and pro-
poses some directions for continuing the research.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter presents a general overview of Electron Tomography (ET) and
the problem of segmentation in this context. The main computational ap-
proaches introduced in ET are briefly described and the reasons why seg-
mentation still proves to be an open problem in this field are explained. This
description will constitute the grounds for the development and analysis of
the approaches based on differential geometry that are proposed in this thesis
to address membrane segmentation.

1.1 Electron Tomography
ET has got the ability to visualise in three-dimensions (3D) the subcellular
architecture and macromolecular organisation of native cells and tissues at
nanometre scale [16, 30, 37, 54]. This resolution level allows the study of
the 3D organisation of the structural components at a detail sufficient for
the identification of macromolecular complexes, the quantitative analysis of
their abundance, their spatial distribution as well as their interactions in the
native cellular context [7, 8, 27, 55, 73]. As a consequence, ET acts as a link
between low resolution imaging techniques (light microscopy, X-ray tomog-
raphy) and the high-resolution structural techniques (X-ray crystallography,
nuclear magnetic resonance, electron crystallography, single particle electron
microscopy), thereby bridging the gap between cellular and molecular biol-
ogy. Therefore, ET allows integration of the structural information derived
from the different techniques and gathered at multiple levels of the biolog-
ical complexity so as to provide a comprehensive description of the cellular
function in molecular and even pseudo-atomic detail [87, 89]. ET is thus
consolidating its position as the leading imaging technique in structural cell
biology.

1



2 Introduction

Although the principles of ET are certainly not new, the great techno-
logical advances in the last few years have significantly contributed to its
current major role. The past decade has witnessed how ET made possible
a number of breakthroughs that have provided invaluable information about
the cell structure and the molecular mechanisms that underlie the cell func-
tion, as examples we can cite [10, 22, 36, 50, 65]. The technique has also
been adapted and applied to Materials science with great success [67].

As any other tomography technique (e.g. computerised tomography in
medicine [39]) ET is based on the acquisition of a series of projection images
from a single specimen at different views. The 3D map (usually known as
tomogram) is then computed from these images and afterwards it will be sub-
jected to visualisation and interpretation. However, due to the high vacuum
conditions in the electron microscope, the sensitivity of the biological mate-
rial and the limited penetrating power of the electrons, the specimen has to
be specially prepared prior to imaging. The specimen preparation techniques
that ensure the best possible structural preservation rely on rapid freezing
of samples. For relatively thin samples (<500 nm, isolated macromolecular
complexes, viruses, small bacteria, thin regions of eukaryotic cells), plunge
freezing is very effective to produce frozen-hydrated samples by quickly sub-
merging them into liquid ethane or liquid propane (below -140o) so that the
ice is kept in a vitreous state, without crystallisation. Those samples can then
be examined directly in a microscope equipped with a cold stage to maintain
the low temperature (hence cryo-ET, electron cryo-tomography). For thick
samples (500 nm-200 µm, bacteria, eukaryotic cells, tissues), the bulk speci-
men has to be frozen by means of high pressure freezing techniques to avoid
ice crystallisation that would destroy the ultrastructure. Later, relatively
thin sections have to be cut from the bulk specimen. There are two alter-
native ways. First, the most common one consists of further processing the
bulk sample with freeze-substitution (the water is substituted by an organic
solvent), resin embedding and sectioning, and the resulting sections are then
imaged under room temperature. The second option, cryo-sectioning, allows
direct sectioning of the bulk specimen to produce 50-300 nm frozen-hydrated
sections. The other techniques typically make use of staining agents at differ-
ent degrees, which limit the maximum attainable resolution and thus impede
interpretation at the molecular level, and are primarily used for studying cel-
lular ultrastructure.

Electron tomography relies greatly on computing. There are different
computational stages and technologies involved in structural studies by ET:
automated image acquisition, image alignment, 3D reconstruction, noise re-
duction, segmentation, etc. The first stages, intended to derive the tomo-
gram from the acquired images, are in general well established [30, 37, 54].
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Nonetheless, tomogram interpretation is not straightforward due to a number
of factors (e.g. noise; artefacts due to missing views; the overwhelming com-
plexity of the biological structures within). The other computational stages
are thus devoted to allow the interpretation where the segmentation plays
the major role [102]. The following sections present an overview of the main
computational steps in ET. Later, an in-depth review of the segmentation
problem in this field is presented.

1.2 Image acquisition and alignment
The transmission electron microscope, whose optical principles are similar to
the widely known light microscope, provides projection images of the spec-
imen being imaged [30]. These projection images are thus formed by the
integration of the 3D information of the specimen along the direction of the
electron beam. In other words, the 3D information is collapsed onto 2D
images, which look like “radiographs” of the sample. The images are then
recorded on a CCD (charge-coupled device) camera, albeit promising direct
electron detectors are expected to substantially improve the contrast of the
images compared to CCDs [12].

The principle of ET is the 3D reconstruction of a specimen from a series
of projection images, as usual in any tomography discipline [39]. In ET, a
sample is introduced in the electron microscope and a series of images (so-
called tilt-series) is recorded by tilting the sample at different angles around
a single axis that is perpendicular to the electron beam. The typical acqui-
sition session yields a tilt-series with images over a tilt range of ± 60 or 70
degrees and at small increments of 1-2 degrees (Figure 1.1). To combine large
fields of view with high resolution requirements, the image size is typically
2048×2048, 4096×4096 or even 8192×8192 pixels.

The tilt range and the angular increment strongly influence the resolution
of the 3D reconstruction [47]. Therefore, the ideal situation would involve
the acquisition of as many tilted images as possible, covering the widest
achievable angular range (up to ±90 degrees). However, several factors make
this impracticable. First, due to technical limitations of electron microscopes,
the maximum tilt range is ±70 degrees. The lack of specimen views at
high tilt angles causes artefacts in the tomograms, as described later. The
radiation damage to the biological sample limits the number of images from
unstained samples. In this regard, automated image collection has been
crucial for cryo-ET as it allows recording of images under low electron-dose
conditions by dividing the maximum tolerable cumulative dose (3000-6000
e−/nm2) over the total number of images [64]. But, as a consequence, the
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Figure 1.1: The specimen is imaged in the microscope by tilting it over a
range typically ± 60 or 70 degrees in small tilt increments around a single axis
that is perpendicular to the electron beam. As a result, a set of projection
images (so-called tilt-series) is collected.

images may exhibit a poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This is particularly
dramatic under cryo-ET conditions, where the SNR may be in the order of
0.01 or less [102].

During acquisition, the imperfections of the mechanical tilt system and
the electron optics produce shifts, rotations, magnification changes and other
distortions to the images. The larger component of these distortions is com-
pensated by the automated collection procedure. However, a more accurate
alignment of the images is needed afterwards. The computational alignment
is intended to mutually set the images to a common coordinate system by
correction for the shifts, rotations and other distortions [30].

The standard procedure for the alignment starts at the preparation stage,
where colloidal gold particles are included in the biological sample to be used
as electron-dense fiducial markers. Once the tilt-series is acquired, a coarse
alignment is often performed first by cross-correlation on adjacent images.
Then the coordinates of the fiducial markers are determined manually, auto-
matically or semi-automatically throughout the images of the tilt-series for
further fine alignment. Using the coordinates of those markers, the images
are then mutually aligned by means of a least squares procedure aiming to
minimise the alignment error as a function of the shifts, rotations and other
parameters included in the projection model [30].
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1.3 Reconstruction
The reconstruction problem in ET is to obtain the 3D structure of the spec-
imen from the set of aligned images in the tilt-series. The mathematical
principles of tomographic reconstruction are based upon the central section
theorem, which states that the Fourier transform (FT) of a 2D projection of
a 3D object is a central section of the 3D FT of the object [30, 39]. Therefore,
the 3D FT of the specimen can be computed by assembling the 2D FTs of
the images in the tilt-series, which yields the 3D structure of the specimen
by an inverse FT (Figure 1.2). One problem of this approach is related to
the non-trivial interpolation in Fourier space.

The standard method for tomographic reconstruction is Weighted Back-
projection (WBP), which essentially is equivalent to the Fourier approach just
described but working in real space [80, 81]. WBP assumes that the projec-
tion images represent the amount of mass density encountered by imaging
rays. The method simply distributes the known specimen mass present in
projection images evenly over computed backprojection rays (Figure 1.2).
This way, the specimen mass is projected back into a reconstruction volume
(i.e., backprojected). When this process is repeated for all the projection im-
ages in the tilt-series, backprojection rays from the different images intersect
and reinforce each other at the points where mass is found in the original
structure. Therefore, the 3D mass of the specimen is reconstructed from a
series of 2D projection images. The backprojection process involves an im-
plicit low-pass filtering that makes reconstructed volumes strongly blurred.
In practice, in order to compensate the transfer function of the backprojec-
tion process, a high-pass filter (i.e., weighting) is applied to the projection
images previously, hence the term “weighted backprojection”. The relevance
of WBP in ET mainly stems from its computational simplicity. Its disad-
vantage is the sensitivity to the conditions found in ET, namely the limited
tilt angle, low SNR and low contrast.

There exist alternative real-space reconstruction algorithms that formu-
late the 3D reconstruction problem as a large system of linear equations
to be solved by iterative methods [39]. They are robust to face the par-
ticularities of limited angle data and noise in ET [18]. In essence, these
methods refine the volume progressively by minimising the error between
the experimental projection images and the equivalent projections calculated
from the reconstructed volume. There are many iterative algorithms that
share the same common idea but differ in the way this minimisation is ac-
complished [18, 39, 41]. A very well accepted iterative method in the ET
field is SIRT, which stands for Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Tech-
nique [34]. In every iteration of SIRT, (1) projections from the current vol-
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Figure 1.2: Methods of tomographic reconstruction. (Left) WBP. The pro-
jection images in the tilt-series are projected back into the volume to be
reconstructed. (Right) SIRT. The reconstruction is progressively refined by
minimising the average error between the experimental and the calculated
projections. Forward projection denotes the process of calculating projec-
tions from the volume at the current iteration. Backward projection denotes
the process of backprojecting the average error.

ume are computed; (2) the error between the experimental projections and
those computed from the volume is calculated; (3) the volume is refined by
backprojection of the average error (Figure 1.2).

The limited tilt range in ET results in a region empty of information
in the Fourier space of the 3D reconstruction (so-called ‘missing wedge’,
left side of Figure 1.3). The size of this missing region depends on the tilt
range actually used (for instance, a ±70 tilt range involves that 22% of the
information is missing). Therefore, the resolution of the reconstruction is
anisotropic (i.e., direction-dependent). In real space, it produces artefacts
such as blurring of the spatial features in the beam direction. This makes
some features look elongated in that direction (i.e. there is a significant loss
of resolution in the Z-direction), features oriented perpendicular to the tilt
axis tend to fade from view, and others are not resolved at all (see right
side of Figure 1.3). These artefacts hinder interpretation of the tomograms
and, in particular, may substantially affect the performance of computational
segmentation algorithms.
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Figure 1.3: Reconstruction principles and Missing wedge effects. (Left) The
Fourier transform (FT) of the images acquired are central sections of the 3D
FT of the object, which can be assembled in the Fourier space. An inverse
FT would yield the 3D structure of the object. The grey triangles denote the
missing wedge, a space where no information is available due to the lack of
views at those tilt angles. (Right) 2D slices of a cryo-ET 3D reconstruction
(SIRT, 30 iterations) that contains a Vaccinia virion. It is noticeable the
low SNR. The planes containing the Z axis (XZ and ZY) clearly show the
effect of the missing wedge, in the form of severe blurring, elongation and
fading-out of features.
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1.4 Denoising

Visualisation and analysis of tomograms is also hampered by the fact that
they are severely corrupted by noise. As a consequence, a computational
stage typically applied after 3D reconstruction is denoising, which intends
to filter out noise but trying to preserve the structural details as much as
possible.

In general, noise reduction techniques can be grouped into three wide cat-
egories: linear, non-linear and anisotropic [15]. Linear techniques are based
on low-pass filters or, equivalently, on local averages using Gaussian-like ker-
nels. Here, all voxels are substituted by a weighted average of the voxels in
the local neighbourhood, with the weights given by the kernel. The term
‘linear’ denotes that all voxels in the tomogram are subjected to the same
kernel regardless of the underlying structural detail. These techniques thus
succeed in reducing the noise at the expense of blurring edges and features.
Non-linear techniques then overcome this limitation by tuning the strength of
the filtering (i.e. the parameters/weights of the kernel) to the specific detail
the voxel belongs to. This way, the filtering is strong in homogeneous areas
whereas it is greatly attenuated or cancelled in voxels with a high gradient,
hence indicating that there is an edge or a potentially important detail. The
unwanted effect of this strategy is that edges might remain somewhat noisy.
Anisotropic non-linear (or just anisotropic for short) methods tune not only
the strength, but also the direction of the filtering [21].

Although linear Gaussian-like filters have the drawback of blurring the
features of interest, as already mentioned above, they are still useful for
scientists to inspect the tomograms. Moreover, an initial Gaussian filtering is
essential as a preprocessing step for other more sophisticated noise reduction
filters [14, 20] or for segmentation algorithms [101]. In this work the Gaussian
filtering has been used for implementing the scale space [59] as this operator
grants multiscale properties to a local detector.

1.5 Segmentation

Segmentation aims to decompose the tomogram into its structural compo-
nents by identifying the sets of voxels that constitute them. This task is
severely hampered by the low SNR of tomograms, the artefacts due to the
missing wedge in Fourier space and the complexity of the specimens under
study. At present, segmentation turns out to be a major bottleneck in ET,
in particular in structural studies of subcellular architecture.
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Despite the existence of computational methods, none has stood out as
a general applicable method yet, and manual segmentation still remains the
prevalent method. Here the user assigns the structural features using visuali-
sation tools [38]. Though tedious and subjective, this is the simplest and the
most common approach. Most popular ET software packages incorporate in-
tuitive graphical tools to assist the user to segment and annotate tomograms,
and progressively they are incorporating some of the most known computa-
tional techniques (e.g., thresholding and the Watershed transform) in order
to make segmentation a semi-automatic process [79, 90].

Numerous automatic or semi-automatic approaches have been proposed
in the field [91, 102]. There exist methods based on density threshold-
ing [10, 91], the Watershed transform extended to 3D [101], eigenvector anal-
ysis of an affinity matrix [28], active contours [3, 4, 6], oriented filters [92],
fuzzy logic [33] and sophisticated edge-detectors [1]. Also, template match-
ing with simple 3D geometric templates has been proposed for tomograms
with relatively good SNR and contrast [48]. An important part of segmen-
tation approaches start from rough manual segmentations, which they then
try to refine them by different types of surface/curve fitting [3, 4, 83, 104].
Others use region-based approaches where distinct regions are detected by
some characteristics (intensity, texture) and their boundaries naturally be-
come the output of the segmentation [69, 102]. Recent reviews discuss about
the characteristics, advantages and drawbacks of the different segmentation
techniques presented so far in the field [92, 102].

Out of all computational methods, the Watershed transform is perhaps
the only one that has achieved a fairly good level of dissemination [102] and
even has been used as a basis to develop further methods or tools [25, 90]. In
fact, its speed has allowed its incorporation to interactive graphical tools [79].
In the Watershed method the gradient is interpreted as a topographical relief.
The relief is progressively flooded by a fluid, which drains to the catchment
basins. The limits between adjacent basins then form the watersheds of the
relief, i.e. the boundaries of the different segmented objects. One disad-
vantage of the Watershed method is its sensitivity to noise, which makes
the method tend to over-segmentation. The use of Gaussian filtering as a
preprocessing step [101] or the combination of Watershed with multi-scale
transformation [78] overcomes this drawback. There are many success sto-
ries with this method [102], but some failures have also been reported [70].

Segmentation by thresholding is another approach frequently used in the
field. It essentially masks out all voxels with density value lower than a
given threshold. There exist several techniques to optimally find out the
threshold. One widely accepted assumes that the tomogram is composed
by a background and a foreground, and that the density histogram can be
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modelled as the weighted sum of two probability densities (i.e. those of
background and foreground) that approach normal distributions [10]. Under
those assumptions, the threshold that allows optimal segmentation is given
by the density level corresponding to the minimum probability between the
maxima of the two normal distributions. The algorithm iterates by redefining
the background and foreground areas in the tomogram until a stable density
threshold is found in the middle of the mean densities of the background
and foreground [10]. In combination to noise reduction, segmentation by
thresholding can be used to produce masks that are then applied to the
original tomogram and/or for visualisation as surface renderings [10, 51].

The difficulty to develop a segmentation method that proves to be use-
ful in the general case (i.e. for all types of tomograms and structures) is
evidenced by the fact that none of the computational methods has been
extensively used so far. Several causes are behind this situation, such as
the existence of parameters difficult to be tuned or just to be understood,
case-specificity, long processing time, the need for user intervention to cre-
ate an initial model for the method to start with, the lack of software freely
available, etc.

1.5.1 Focused segmentation
In the last few years there seems to be a trend towards the development of
methods specially focused on detection of specific features. The combination
of those with other, either generic or case-specific, segmentation methods
and tools already available [102] will facilitate interpretation of the whole
tomogram. These methods rely on the fact that these specific features can
be modelled as basic structures (membranes as surfaces; filaments or fibers
as curves; macromolecular complexes as blobs). Therefore, these features
can be segmented by model-oriented approaches, sometimes followed by a
computational refinement stage. Thus, several algorithms have been pro-
posed for segmentation of membranes [70, 71, 92], microtubules [75, 103] and
filaments [85, 88, 105]. A method based on averaging on 2D lines and the
analysis of the orientation of local line segments (i.e. based on local ver-
sions of the well known Radon and Hough transforms) [92] turned out to be
useful to detect fibres and membranous structures working in a slice-by-slice
basis. Another related method based on local Radon transform has been
recently proposed and has been shown to effectively track actin filament net-
works in high SNR tomograms [105]. On the other hand, the use of template
matching algorithms, where a cylindrical template is sought for in terms of
local correlation, followed by a tracing algorithm succeeds in detecting linear
structures, such as actin filaments and microtubules [85, 88, 103].
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These model-oriented methods rely on template matching by assigning
a patch template to structures to be sought for [48, 49, 85, 103, 88] or use
static models [92]. The problem of these approaches is that they do not
accommodate properly the curvature in structures while structures in biology
are indeed prone to present variations in their curvature (see Figure 1.4). The
strategy used in template matching for segmenting curved structures consists
of reducing the size of the template. However, it involves a loss of robustness.
Then, these studies are limited to tomograms with a good contrast [48, 49] or
require the use of additional sophisticated and specific post-processing stages
[70, 85].

Figure 1.4: Some segmentations of ET datasets done with the tools presented
in this thesis.

By contrast, in mature image processing application fields such as Med-
ical Imaging, methods based on differential geometry have prevailed over
others for segmenting the basic structures [29, 52, 53, 58, 86, 93, 94]. Differ-
ential geometry based methods have abilities to accommodate to curvature
variations in structures while still keeping an optimal response. Moreover,
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they can easily be adapted from 2D to 3D and from one basic structure to
another. Additionally, they nourish from the powerful framework provided
by the mathematical tools. Despite their widespread use in those fields, they
have not been applied extensively in ET yet. In this thesis, we adapt and
evaluate approaches inspired on differential geometry to address the problem
of segmentation of biological membranes.

1.6 Validation metrics for membrane segmen-
tation

Validation of segmentation algorithms is still an open question in ET, as
already discussed in the field [33, 91, 92, 99]. Most of the segmentation works
demonstrate the performance of the methods according to illustrative visual
results. The works [33, 99] address the topic and propose objective criteria
to compare the automatic segmentation method versus the “ground truth”.
Now the problem is to define what the “ground truth” is. Traditionally the
segmentation done by human experts has been used a “ground truth” but in
the case of membranes they tend to be imprecise and somewhat arbitrary.
An alternative option is to test segmentation of synthetic tomograms (also
called phantoms). However, there are no ET representative phantoms widely
accepted by the community yet. Other works have proposed and adapted
metrics based on similar ideas [70, 71].

In this section we make an in-depth discussion of the validation problem,
where we describe the proper way of estimating the classic metrics [33, 99] for
validating membrane segmentations. In addition, we present an additional
metric and propose a phantom that will allow the analysis of the performance
of the segmentation tools.

The validation criteria defined by [33] are strongly based on the overlap
between the segmented data and the ground truth. This is problematic for
relatively thin structures, such as membranes, where differences of just one
single voxel in distance may spoil these criteria (e.g. the overlap between
two hollow spheres with one-voxel-thick walls, placed at the same centre and
with a difference in radius of just 1 voxel is null). This may be especially
delicate when freehand manual segmentation (where the delineation may
not be precise) is employed as ground truth. For that reason, here we also
validate our segmentation methods focusing on the outlined shapes. Quality
metrics are defined based on the following features typically applied in shape
analysis [97]:

• Centroid: centre of mass.
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• Bounding box: centre, width and height of the smaller rectangular box
containing the shape.

• Axes (major and minor): length of the axes of the ellipse with the same
normalised second central moment as the shape.

• Shape: is the average of the previous features.

The metrics reflecting the agreement between the features delineated by
our segmentation methods versus the ground truth are defined based on the
relative error, as follows:

100 ·
1− 1∑Np

p=1wa(p)

Np∑
p=1

wa(p)
||vf,g(p)− vf,a(p)||

vf,g(p)

 (1.1)

where f denotes one of the features described above, vf,g is the estimated
value for property f in the ground truth, and vf,a is the value for the result
obtained by our algorithm. The metrics are calculated planewise along the
X, Y and Z axes, as reflected by the index p in that equation. A weighted
average is finally computed over the whole set of Np planes using the area of
the ground truth shapes, denoted by wa(p), as a weight.

We can then estimate the sensitivity, i.e. the fraction of true positives
(TPF, points that have been correctly classified as inside of the object) and
the specificity, i.e. the fraction of true negatives (TNF, points that have been
correctly left out of the object). Let Hg and Ha be the binary representa-
tion (Hg,a : C ⊆ Z3 −→ {0, 1}) of the ground truth and the segmentation
resulting from the algorithm under validation, respectively. These metrics
are defined using algebra of sets as:

TPF = |Ha ∩Hg|
|Hg|

(1.2)

TNF =
|HC

a ∩HC
g |

|HC
g |

(1.3)

where | · | denotes cardinality, ∩ represents the set intersection operation,
and AC denotes the complement of set A. Note that TNF is influenced by
the size of the tomogram [99]. Metrics TPF and TNF can be summarised in
another metric (PR, precision) commonly used in literature [33, 69, 99]:

PR = |Ha ∩Hg|
|Ha ∪Hg|

. (1.4)
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PR is a direct measurement of the fraction of overlapping between two
segmentations. Therefore, it allows the comparison of two segmentations
without assuming that one of them, as Hg in TPF and TNF, is the ground
truth.

In order to validate the methods when a “ground truth” is not available,
a synthetic phantom has been built. The phantom resembles an axonal mi-
tochondrion in a Schwann cell (see Figure 3.7 in Section 3.3.2 which shows
the real tomogram that inspired the phantom). Six different biological struc-
tures were included: axon membrane, myelin sheath, a vesicle, and an axonal
mitochondrion including outer membrane, crista and crista junction. Scat-
tered blobs intended to resemble macromolecular complexes were also spread
throughout. To simulate noise conditions, Gaussian white noise was added to
produce versions with different SNR. Figure 1.5 shows a slice of the phantom,
without and with noise.

Figure 1.5: Phantom tomogram. a) Ground truth. A slice of the tomogram
is shown. b) View of the phantom tomogram at SNR=6.

1.7 A differential geometry framework to mem-
brane segmentation

In this thesis, we have developed a framework that uses differential geometry
for segmenting structures in ET. In particular, we have focused our research
on membranes because of their interest and relevance in Structural Biology.
Membranes encompass compartments within biological specimens, define the
limits of the intracellular organelles and the cells themselves, etc. In other
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words, they constitute the natural limits of cells and the organelles and com-
partments within. Therefore, their segmentation is of paramount importance
and invaluable for the analysis of the crowded and noisy environments typ-
ically imaged by ET. Membrane segmentation thus represents a good first
step towards automated segmentation of the whole tomogram.

Figure 1.6 shows the general scheme of the differential geometry frame-
work proposed in this thesis, and the three specific segmentation approaches
that will be presented and analyzed in the next chapters. The generic strat-
egy to membrane segmentation can be seen as composed by several proce-
dures to be applied in sequence. First, there is a filtering stage aiming to
remove noise and features smaller than the scale of interest. The second
stage is a local detector that intends to extract out the voxels of the tomo-
gram which potentially belong to membranes. This detection makes use of
differential geometry operators. Next, thresholding techniques are used to
refine the result of the detection by removing spurious/false positives. The
next stage has the goal of characterizing and classifying membranes based
on local properties. Finally, the last stage aims to integrate information at
a higher scale so that the true membranes are definitely extracted.

The generic term “membrane segmentation” actually involves two pro-
cesses. One is detection of membranes regardless of their properties. The
second one is classification of membranes, which pursues to distinguish them
according to their characteristic attributes. This thesis presents and analyses
three different segmentation approaches based on differential geometry. Two
of them (Chapters 2 and 4) are focused on detection and one in detection
and classification (Chapter 3).

The first method was developed to detect membranes using the Hessian
tensor as local detector of ridges (i.e. local maxima). This method is de-
scribed and evaluated in Chapter 2. It is implemented in a public software
package named ’TomoSegMem’, which is used later, in Chapters 3 and 4, for
comparison with the other two methods proposed in this thesis.

The second method presented in this thesis (Chapter 3) provides abilities
to discern different membranes based on their distinct local properties (size,
density, thickness, asymmetry,...). One advantage of differential geometry is
that it allows modelling of the intrinsic dimension present in structures [13].
In the case of the membranes, their density profiles can be described with
simple 1D functions with a reduced set of parameters that locally characterise
the membrane. Membranes can thus be classified according to their local
density profiles. Prior to characterization and classification, a local ridge
detector based on the Hessian tensor is used to detect the membranes.

The last method presented in this thesis (Chapter 4) is called ’TomoSeg-
MemTV’ and focuses on improvement of membrane detection by means of a
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strategy that relies on Tensor Voting. This technique propagates differential
structure information from each voxel to their surroundings, thereby making
them aware of one another and thus giving a sense of direction and affilia-
tion. As a consequence, the resulting membrane detector tends to be more
robust. This robust detector allows simplifying the thresholding stage and
decreasing the number of free parameters.

Figure 1.6 is meant to give a high level view of the developments and
contributions of this thesis. In the design and development of these meth-
ods, novel procedures have been devised, which are highlighted with green
boxes in the figure. The novelty comes from the fact that either they were
designed from scratch (e.g. the Hessian-based ridge detector), or impor-
tant modifications were applied to the standard formulation (e.g. hysteresis
thresholding). Also, standard procedures have been used for scale-space im-
plementation, thresholding and other morphological operations (blue boxes
in Figure 1.6).

Figure 1.6: General scheme of the tools implemented in this thesis.
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Hessian tensor-based
Membrane Detection

This Chapter introduces a segmentation method targeted at membranes
which define the natural limits of compartments within biological specimens.
Our method is based on local differential structure and on a Gaussian-like
membrane model. First, it isolates information through scale-space and finds
potential membrane-like points at a local scale. Then, the structural infor-
mation is integrated at a global scale to yield the definite segmentation.

For the design of methods for membranes detection, it is necessary to first
define what we understand as a membrane. In this sense we will assume that
locally, a membrane can be seen as a plane with certain thickness. This simple
model has led scientists to try a template matching approach for membrane
segmentation [48, 85]. For this kind of approaches, the robustness against
noise increases when the size of the template increases but then the ability
for detecting corners or curved membranes tends to disappear. Therefore,
using this kind of techniques, it looks like impossible to design a robust
detector which is simultaneously able to detect highly (and randomly) curved
membranes. Conversely, techniques based on differential geometry are able
to elegantly accommodating curvature changes in membranes using only local
information (local detector). Differential geometry based techniques has been
widely used in the image processing field [53, 66] and more specifically, in
mature application fields such as medical imaging [29, 86].

This chapter starts with the definition of the membrane model which
provides a theoretical support to the methods and algorithms developed in
this thesis. It is followed by a short description of the scale-space theory
(Section 2.2). Section 2.3 is devoted to explain the algorithm for membrane
segmentation (TomoSegMem), which includes mathematical tools that help
to better understand the tomogram’s differential structure (Section 2.3.1).

17
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Section 2.3.2 describes a method for locally detecting plane-like structures
using second order differential information (Membrane strength based on
Hessian tensor). A post-processing for refining the segmentation results,
which includes an improved hysteresis thresholding algorithm and a volume
analysis stage, is described in Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4. Finally, using the
metrics defined in Section 1.6, a quantitative analysis of the performance of
the algorithm is carried out, and using a wide set of real tomograms taken
under different experimental conditions the algorithm is deeply tested.

2.1 Membrane model
At a local level, a membrane can be considered as a plane-like structure with
certain thickness. The density along the normal direction progressively de-
creases as a function of the distance to the centre of the membrane. This
density variation across the membrane can be modeled by a Gaussian func-
tion (Figure 2.1 (a) and (b)) and can be expressed as:

I(r) = D0√
2πσ0

e
− r2

2σ2
0 , (2.1)

where r runs along the direction normal to the membrane, D0 is a constant
to set the maximum density value (at the centre of the membrane) and σ0 is
related to the membrane thickness [20].

Figure 2.1: (a) Membrane model in 3D. (b) Density variation along the
direction perpendicular to the membrane with D0 =

√
2π and σ0 = 1.
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The eigen-analysis of the Hessian tensor of the density function at the
point p = (x, y, z) ∈ R3 of a membrane (or plane-like structures) yields the
eigenvectors ~v1, ~v2 and ~v3 with eigenvalues |λ1| >> |λ2| ≈ |λ3|, as described
in Section 2.3.1 [20, 21]. This reflects that there are two directions (~v2, ~v3)
with small density variation and the largest variation runs along the direction
perpendicular to the membrane or plane like structure, i.e. ~v1 is the direction
of variable r in Equation 2.1 (~v1||r).

The membrane thickness is modelled by means of σ0. It is important for
a detector based on this membrane model to have this parameter properly
tuned so as to increase its robustness and selectivity. It is usually set up as
the typical thickness of a membrane (in voxels) within the tomogram.

Any algorithm for membrane segmentation based on this membrane model
can also mistakenly classify (or label) as membranes other different struc-
tures. This is mainly due to the local nature of the detector included in the
segmentation algorithm that can also generate a high response for structures
different from membranes. This is particularly true in ET where these other
structures (e.g. microtubules, actin filaments, etc.) also tend to look like
planes at a local level due to the artefacts produced by the missing wedge, as
already shown and accounted for [20]. For that reason, in the segmentation
process is important to incorporate a post-processing stage which is able to
take into account “global information”. This global information is useful to
discern true membranes from these other structures.

2.2 Scale-space
The scale-space theory was formulated in the 1980s [45, 106] and allows
isolation of the information according to the spatial scale. At a given scale
σ, all the features with a size smaller than the scale are filtered out whereas
the others are preserved (see Figure 2.2).

For discrete signals, a scale-space can be generated by the method pro-
posed in [52]. Mathematically speaking, a tomogram can be modelled as a
discrete function f : C ⊆ Z3 −→ R, so a scale-space of f would be a con-
tinuous set of tomograms L : C ⊆ Z3 × R+ −→ R that can be obtained by
convolution of f and a set of kernels, T : Z3 × R+ −→ R, with size σ > 0:

L(x, y, z, σ) =
∞∑

n=−∞

∞∑
m=−∞

∞∑
q=−∞

T(n,m, q;σ)f(x− n, y −m, z − q), (2.2)

with L(x, y, z; 0) = f(x, y, z).
There are a number of requirements for a function to act as a kernel in

constructing a scale-space (e.g. symmetry, semi-group, normalisation, sta-
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Figure 2.2: Scale-space applied to a tomogram of Dictyosleium discoideum
cell [65]. From left to right: an original 2D section of the tomogram, scale-
space at σ = 2, σ = 3 and σ = 4, respectively. Dataset courtesy of Dr. O.
Medalia and Dr. W. Baumeister.

bility) [52]. In this thesis, the implementation of the scale-space relies on
a direct convolution with a sampled Gaussian kernel. In [107], this convo-
lution has been implemented by means of recursive filters, exploiting the
separability property of the Gaussian kernel, which allows reduction of the
computational complexity.

The scale-space applied to the membrane model is now analysed. Lets
assume, without loss of generality, that in the membrane model represented
in Figure 2.1, r runs along the x direction (i.e. ~v1||r||x) and that locally
the membrane has no curvature along direction ~v2 and ~v3 directions. These
assumptions allow the reduction of the problem to the one-dimensional case.
Given the continuous signal I : R −→ R (coming from the membrane model
with thickness σ0), its scale-space L : R × R+ −→ R at the scale σ > 0 is
defined by [45]:

L(x;σ) = G(x;σ) ∗ I(x), (2.3)
with

G(x;σ) = 1√
2πσ

e−
x2

2σ2 . (2.4)

Note that I(r) can be replaced by I(x) since r||x is assumed. The con-
volution of two continuous Gaussian functions like I and G yields another
Gaussian function whose variance is the sum of the variances of the two
convolved functions [26], hence verifying the semi-group scale-space prop-
erty. Therefore, ignoring multiplicative constants, the membrane model with
thickness σ0 at a scale σ can be expressed as:

L(x;σ) = G(x;
√
σ2 + σ2

0). (2.5)
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In this work, it is assumed that all the targeted membranous features
have a similar size. Therefore, just one scale σ is enough. This parameter is
usually set up as σ = σ0 in order to filter out structures with a size smaller
than the membranes being sought. If features with very different size were
to be detected, several rounds of the algorithm using the appropriate scales
should be run. Each run would be in charge of detecting features at the given
scale.

2.3 Algorithm for membrane segmentation (To-
moSegMem)

The algorithm comprises a number of stages that can be grouped into two
main blocks. The first block consists of two stages which are intended to
isolate information at a suitable scale and find potential membrane-like fea-
tures according to local detectors. The second block, which also consists
of two stages, is, however, aimed to analyse and integrate the structural
information at a global scale. The first stage (filtering) has already been
described in Section 2.2. In the following, the remaining three stages are
described in detail. A flow diagram of the algorithm has been depicted
in Figure 1.6. The procedure assumes that high grey-scale levels repre-
sent electron dense objects. The algorithm has been implemented in a
public software package called TomoSegMem (publicly available through
http://sites.google.com/site/3demimageprocessing/software).

2.3.1 Local detector based on Hessian tensor
Once we know that the membrane model at a given scale σ looks like (see
Equation 2.5), it is possible to define a detector for it. This detector is based
on differential information, as it has to analyse local structure. In order to
make it invariant to the membrane direction and curvature, the detector is
established along the direction normal to the membrane (i.e. the direction of
the maximum curvature) at the local scale. An eigen-analysis of the Hessian
Tensor, HT, is well suited to determine such direction [29, 93]. At every
single voxel of the tomogram, the Hessian tensor is calculated as defined by:

H =

Lxx Lxy Lxz
Lxy Lyy Lyz
Lxz Lyz Lzz

 (2.6)

where Lij = ∂2L
∂i∂j
∀i, j ∈ (x, y, z). The Hessian tensor provides information

about the second order local intensity variation. The eigen analysis of the
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structure tensor allows characterisation of the local structural features in the
image at a σ scale. The orthogonal eigenvectors ~v1, ~v2 and ~v3 provide the
preferred local orientations, and the corresponding eigenvalues λ1, λ2 and λ3
(assume |λ1| ≥ |λ2| ≥ |λ3|) are proportional to the curvature along these
directions. The first eigenvector ~v1 represents the direction of the maximum
curvature, whereas ~v3 points to the direction with the minimum curvature.
Based on their relative values, the three eigenvalues could therefore be used
to describe local structures as belonging to one of the following three classes:
line-like, plane-like or isotropic structure, as illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Basic geometric local structures in 3D. λ1, λ2 and λ3 are the
eigenvalues of the Hessian tensor. ~v1, ~v2 and ~v3 are the corresponding eigen-
vectors.

• Line-like structures: Characterised by a preferred direction (~v3) ex-
hibiting a minimum curvature whose eigenvalue is much lower than the
other two. Eigenvectors ~v1 and ~v2 represent directions perpendicular
to the line, λ1 ≈ λ2 >> λ3.

• Plane-like structures: There are two preferred directions exhibiting sim-
ilar small curvature, whose eigenvalues are much lower than the first
one. The eigenvector ~v1 represents the direction perpendicular to the
plane-like structure, while ~v2 and ~v3 define the plane, λ1 >> λ2 ≈ λ3.

• Isotropic structures: Exhibit eigenvalues of similar magnitude, λ1 ≈
λ2 ≈ λ3.

The first eigenvector ~v1, resulting from the eigen-analysis, is the one whose
eigenvalue λ1 exhibits the largest absolute value and points to the direction
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of the maximum curvature (second derivative). Detection of zero-crossings
in the second derivative along that direction allows estimation of the limits
of the potential membrane (Figure 2.4.b).

The Hessian tensor of the membrane model at a scale σ, described in
Section 2.1, has all directional derivatives null, except Lxx:

H =

Lxx 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

 (2.7)

with
Lxx = D (x2 − (σ2 + σ2

0))√
2π(σ2 + σ2

0)5/2
e
− x2

2(σ2+σ2
0) , (2.8)

whereD denotes the constants ignored in Equation 2.5. As a result, λ1 = Lxx
and ~v1 = (1, 0, 0). Along the direction normal to the membrane, λ1 turns out
to be negative where the membrane has significant values and its absolute
value progressively decreases from the centre towards the extremes of the
membrane, as shown in Figure 2.4.b.

This derivation leads us to propose the use of |λ1| as a local membrane
detector (also known as local gauge). In practice, in experimental studies λ2
and λ3 are not null, though |λ1| >> |λ2| ≈ |λ3| holds. Therefore, a more
realistic gauge would be:

R =
{
|λ1| −

√
λ2λ3, λ1 < 0

0, otherwise (2.9)

where
√
λ2λ3 is the geometrical mean between λ2 and λ3.

2.3.2 Membrane strength
Unfortunately, the R gauge, previously discussed (Equation 2.9), is sensitive
not only to membranes but also to plane structures with edge density profiles.
That may produce false positives along the maximum curvature direction. To
make the gauge robust and more selective, it is necessary to define detectors
for rejecting structures with edge density profiles.

First, the noisy background in the tomogram may generate false positives.
However, the background usually has a density level different from that shown
by the structures of interest, which is especially apparent at higher scales
(Figure 2.2). A strategy based on density thresholding, as already used for
denoising [21], helps to get rid of these false positives. This threshold tl is
applied over the scale-space representation of the tomogram, L, instead of
the original tomogram itself, f , for further robustness to noise.
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Figure 2.4: Membrane density profiles. (a) Density variation along the direc-
tion perpendicular to the membrane with D0 =

√
2π and σ0 = 1. (b) Second

derivative Lxx of that membrane model (σ0 = 1) after applying scale-space
at scale σ = 1.

Local structures resembling edges or ‘steps’ in the tomogram also make
the R gauge produce a large value which could also misrepresent a membrane
(false positive). A detector of a local step could be the edge saliency, which
reflects the gradient strength [53]:

S = L2
x + L2

y + L2
z (2.10)

where Li = ∂L
∂i
∀i ∈ (x, y, z). A membrane exhibits a high value of S at the

extremes and a low value at the centre (Figure 2.5.a). Based on their response
to a membrane, the ratio between the squared second-order and first-order
derivatives (i.e. R2/S) quantifies how well the local structure around a voxel
fits the membrane model and not a step. We thus define membrane strength
as:

M =
{

R2

S
, (L > tl) and

(
sign

(
∂R
∂r

)
6= sign

(
∂S
∂r

))
0, otherwise

(2.11)

The first condition in Equation 2.11 denotes the density thresholding
described above. The second condition represents the requirement that the
slopes of R and S in the gradient direction must have opposite signs. This
condition is important to restrict the response of that function for steps,
which will be definitely removed in the subsequent stage. When the values
of R2 and S for steps (edges) are analysed, two different regions can be
found (see regions A and B in Figure 2.5.b). In region A, steps exhibit a
extremely high value of S compared to R2, thereby significantly attenuating
the membrane strength M . However, in region B, R2 and S may have values
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with similar magnitude, which may produce an unwanted peak in M . The
condition shown by membranes that the slopes of R and S have opposite
signs turns out to be useful to get rid of such unwanted peaks.

If the local structure approaches the membrane model, M will have high
values around the centre of the membrane (high values of R2, low values of
S). Note that the ratio R2/S strictly embodies differential information and
thus does not depend on the actual density values. The information about
the density is then introduced into M by means of the condition L > tl. In
practice, the ratio is actually implemented as R2/(S + ε) to prevent division
by 0, where ε > 0 is sufficiently small.

Figure 2.5: Membrane strength along the normal direction (assuming
r||x||~v1). (a) Gauges for the density profile of a membrane with σ0 = 1
at a scale σ = 1 (blue): R2 (red), S (cyan) and membrane strength M
(green). The membrane profile, S and M are normalised in the range [0, 1].
R2 keeps the scale relative to S. (b) Gauges for the density profile of a step
at a scale σ = 2 (blue). The scale used for the membrane strength M is the
same as that for the (a) graph so as to facilitate comparison. Note that M is
much lower than in the case of a true membrane. In region B, the condition
that the slopes of R and S have opposite signs ensures that M is null in that
region.

2.3.3 Improved hysteresis thresholding
The next step intends to threshold the output local detector, i.e. M (see
Section 2.3.2), so that voxels with low values are definitely discarded. Hys-
teresis thresholding has been shown to outperform the standard thresholding
algorithm [91]. Here two thresholds are used, the large value tu underseg-
ments the tomogram whereas the other to oversegments it. Starting from
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the undersegmented tomogram (seed voxels), adjacent voxels are added to
the segmented tomogram by progressively decreasing the threshold until the
oversegmenting level to is reached. Though this procedure performs better
than the standard thresholding algorithm, the undersegmented tomogram
still contains spurious segments that may spoil the final segmentation result.

In this work we have increased the robustness of hysteresis thresholding
by constraining the selection of seed voxels to the particular characteristics
of membranes, as described in the following. Membranes comprise a high
number of voxels connected in 3D. When the tomogram is viewed plane-by-
plane along any axis, the voxels of the membranes also appear connected in
those individual 2D planes. Therefore, a threshold tN2 over the number of
voxels that appear connected in 2D planes helps to remove isolated points or
marginal segments that may arise as a result of the conventional underseg-
mentation process. Only sets with a number of connected voxels higher than
tN2 are thus preserved. This area-thresholding process is applied planewise
along all the axes (X, Y and Z). Next, the definite set of seeds is obtained
through another similar thresholding procedure, this time with a threshold
tN3 over the volume, to discard 3D components with less than tN3 connected
voxels. The conventional hysteresis thresholding process then proceeds (see
Algorithm 1). This strategy allows isolation of seeds that are most represen-
tative of membranes (Figure 2.6), thereby improving the robustness of the
whole algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Hyst: Improved hysteresis thresholding algorithm
N: neighbours with 6-connectivity, ts: step
Require: Local detection tomogram M, thresholds tu, to, tN2 and tN3.
Ensure: 3D binary tomogram B, with local membranes segmented.
1: B← get_seeds(M, tu, tN2, tN3)
2: H1 ← thresholding(M, to)
3: t← tu − ts
4: while t ≥ to do
5: H2 ← dilation(B, N)
6: B← H1 ∩H2
7: t← t− ts
8: end while

In Algorithm 1, M denotes the input map (Equation 2.11). tu and to are
the undersegmenting and oversegmenting density thresholds, respectively,
and ts is the step used to progressively go from tu to to during the iterative
algorithm. Procedures thresholding and dilation represent those very well-
known morphological operations. The neighbourhood used for dilation is
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Figure 2.6: Example of seed selection on a tomogram of Vaccinia virus, fo-
cused on the outer membrane. Top row: Components labelled according to
their areas in three different 2D planes (along X, Y and Z). An undersegment-
ing thresholding process has segmented the components. The brightness of
the labels is indicative of their area (see colormap on the right). The compo-
nents that undoubtedly belong to the membrane have a larger area (larger
than tN2 connected voxels) and appear as lighter colours. The other com-
ponents (some of which also belong to the membrane) are shown in darker
colours. Bottom row: The volume is considered as a whole and the proce-
dure only preserves those 3D components with a high number of connected
voxels (higher than tN3). In this row, the same three planes along X, Y and
Z shown in the top row are presented for comparison. There are still some
gaps in the membrane. Though, as the conventional hysteresis thresholding
progresses, the membrane is completely delineated.

the 6-connectivity (i.e. the immediate neighbours in X, Y and Z). Function
get_seeds denotes the procedure described before by which the input map is
first undersegmented by density-thresholding with tu and then isolated points
or marginal segments are discarded by the area- and volume- thresholding
procedures. The former only preserves segments in 2D planes with a number
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of connected voxels higher than tN2. The latter considers the volume as
a whole and discards 3D components with less than tN3 connected voxels
(Figure 2.6).

2.3.4 Volume analysis

The result of Algorithm 1 is a logical map (i.e. true/false) indicating the
voxels of the tomogram that have been identified as membranes or, more
precisely planes, at a local scale. This step then aims to identify the seg-
mented components (sets of connected voxels labelled as true) and carry out
a global analysis in order to discern whether they are actual membranes.

A distinctive attribute shared by membranes is their relatively large di-
mensions. Therefore, the size (i.e. the number of voxels of the component)
can serve as a major global descriptor for membranes. A threshold tv is then
introduced to set the minimal number of voxels for a segmented component
to be considered as membrane. This threshold is related to tN3 in the previ-
ous step. If the tomogram only contains one membrane, these two thresholds
may be similar or equal. If the tomogram contains several membranes, dif-
ferent values of tv allow their segmentation separately.

2.4 Validation and experimental results
In this section we first describe a set of experiments intended to objectively
validate the Hessian tensor-based membrane detection algorithm, TomoSeg-
Mem, by a comparison with membrane manual delineations and using a syn-
thetic phantom. Later, we analyse the experimental results obtained from
the application of the algorithm to a wide set of real tomograms acquired
from different ET techniques.

The optimal results were obtained using the same basic parameter con-
figuration for hysteresis thresholding, in particular tu ∈ [0.25, 0.35], to ∈
[0.05, 0.15] and tN2 ∈ [15, 35]. The values of the parameters σ, tl, tN3 and tv,
however, depend on the specific dataset (see Section 2.3.3 and 2.3.4). Their
values can be readily estimated by inspection of the tomogram under study.
σ is the thickness of the membrane. tN3 and tv are the minimal cardinality for
a set of 3D-connected voxels to be considered as a membrane. Their values
are similar unless more than one membrane are to be detected, in which case
tv is used to distinguish among them. tl is a density threshold and can be
estimated directly from an area of background in the tomogram (see Section
2.3.2) [59, 61, 62].
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2.4.1 Validation results

For the validation stage, we have carried out a quantitative analysis of the
performance of the algorithm. We selected tomograms of Vaccinia virus and
Golgi apparatus to make a comparison against manual segmentations under
different contrast conditions. In the former case, we did the delineation some
time ago [10, 23], and here we have only considered the outer membrane of
the virion. In the latter, the contours were available at the Cell Centered
DataBase, CCDB, (http://ccdb.ucsd.edu; entry 3632). The tomograms were
preprocessed to rescale the density to a common range of [0, 1], with high
values representing electron dense objects. They were also cropped to focus
on an area of interest. No other preprocessing was applied to the tomograms
(e.g. denoising). We measured the metrics defined in Section 1.6, and ob-
tained the results summarised in Table 2.1. In both cases the TPF and TNF
validation metrics are not directly applicable because in the case of the Golgi
apparatus the manual segmentation consists of a set of points that indicates
the Golgi silhouette instead of the complete membrane delineation. In the
case of the Vaccinia virus the manual segmentation also contains the spicules
apposed to the membrane. In order to avoid these inconveniences we use the
convex hull, which is the smallest convex polygon that contains the shape.
The use of the hull allows the application of the metrics TPF and TNF, being
Hg and Ha the convex hull of the manual and the algorithm segmentations,
respectively. Then, TPF and TNF are calculated planewise along the X,
Y and Z axes, and a weighted average is finally computed (Equation 1.1 in
Section 1.6) to yield the actual values of fraction of overlapping, sensitivity
and specificity, respectively. The algorithm turns out to be similar to manual
annotation in terms of shape analysis, with the quality indexes always higher
than 90%. In particular, the centroid and the bounding box are defined pre-
cisely (around 97%). As far as the TPF and TNF metrics are concerned, the
results obtained suggest that the method presented here is highly specific
(TNF higher than 97%). In other words, the method successfully determines
the regions that are not membranes. Furthermore, these results also confirm
that the method TomoSegMem is highly sensitive (TPF higher than 92%),
which means it correctly delineates the membranes.

This objective validation has also been carried out using the synthetic
phantom described in Section 1.6. The phantom contains some structures
which resembles: (i) an axonal mitochondrion (comprises external membrane,
crista and crista junctions), (ii) some membranous bands (axon membrane
and myelin sheath) and (iii) a vesicle. Scattered blobs intended to resemble
macromolecular complexes were also spread throughout. To simulate noise
conditions, Gaussian white noise was added to produce versions with different
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signal-to-noise ratios (SNR): 0.2, 1 and 6. Table 2.2 summarises the results
obtained and shows the high sensitivity (TPF > 91%) and higher specificity
(TNF > 98%) of TomoSegMem for SNR = 1 and SNR = 6, though under
extremely noisy conditions, SNR = 0.2, the sensitivity is degraded (TPF≈
70%). The exception is the vesicle where the sensitivity is TPF≈ 70% when
SNR = {1, 6} and TPF= 51.10% when SNR = 0.2. The reason of this
behaviour in the vesicle is due to the high density of structures apposed to
the membrane.

Table 2.1: Quantitative analysis of TomoSegMem vs. manual annotation

Bounding box Axes
Data Centre Width Height Centroid Major Minor TPF TNF
Vaccinia 98.88 97.29 98.38 97.64 96.53 95.35 92.63 98.01
Golgi 98.53 97.92 96.41 98.51 90.27 93.02 92.20 97.90

Table 2.2: Quantitative analysis of TomoSegMem based on synthetic phan-
tom (%).

SNR = 0.2 SNR = 1 SNR = 6
Class TPF TNF Shape TPF TNF Shape TPF TNF Shape

Myelin 70.73 98.61 91.38 95.54 99.85 99.13 97.50 99.99 99.27
Mito. 77.39 99.25 97.37 85.03 98.93 96.87 86.79 99.78 98.79

Vesicle 51.10 99.57 94.20 71.28 99.46 93.80 70.68 99.44 94.04
Global 72.53 96.66 94.20 91.33 98.01 97.15 93.12 99.09 98.16

2.4.2 Experimental results
The segmentation algorithm was tested using a wide set of tomograms taken
under different experimental conditions, including cryo-tomography and the
use of contrast agents. The tomograms were preprocessed to rescale the
density to a common range of [0, 1], with high values representing electron
dense objects. They were also cropped to focus on an area of interest. No
other preprocessing was applied to the tomograms (e.g. denoising).

Dictyostelium discoideum

The first test dataset was a cryo-tomogram of D. discoideum cell [65]. It was
obtained thanks to cryo-ET, where the SNR and contrast are particularly
poor. Figure 2.7 shows the result of the different stages of the algorithm
applied to the tomogram. A scale of σ = 3 was used for the scale-space (see
Figure 2.2). A lower scale cannot completely remove spurious structures. A
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Figure 2.7: The membrane segmentation approach applied to a cryo-
tomogram of D. discoideum. A scale of σ = 3 was used. (a-f) show the same
slice as in Figure 2.2. (a) Gauge R. (b) Edge saliency S. (c) Membrane
strength M . (d) Result of the undersegmentation process. (e) Candidates
to be seeds for hysteresis thresholding. The colour is indicative of their size
(see colormap in Figure 2.6). The actual seeds are selected by means of the
thresholds tN2 and tN3 over the size in 2D and 3D, respectively. (f) Result of
the hysteresis thresholding (the same colormap is used for the labels). The
colour of actin filaments has been brightened on purpose to make them no-
ticeable in the background. (g,h) Two different views of the segmentation
result. By using a threshold tv on the size of the components in (f), the
membranes are definitely extracted, (yellow). Using a different threshold tv,
the actin filaments can also be extracted (pink). Dataset courtesy of Dr. O.
Medalia and Dr. W. Baumeister.

higher scale would further smear out the actin filaments, still preserving the
membranes.

Figure 2.7.a presents the gauge R (Section 2.3.1), which actually quanti-
fies the level of local membrane-ness. However, it is important to note that
this measure does depend on the density level and, thus, there are some parts
of the membrane where R exhibits weak values. On the contrary,M (Section
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Figure 2.8: Segmentation of a Vaccinia virion obtained by cryo-ET. A scale of
σ = 3 was used. (a) A slice of the original tomogram. (b) The same slice from
the scale-space tomogram. (c) Result of the segmentation algorithm viewed
in 3D. The algorithm managed to segment the outer membrane (yellow) and
the core membrane (pink) using different values of the parameters σ and tv.
(d) Gauge R, (e) edge saliency S and (f) membrane strength M resulting
from the application of the tool TomoSegMem.

2.3.2) in Figure 2.7.c (or more precisely the ratio R2/S) only contains dif-
ferential information and, therefore, high strength is shown throughout the
membrane regardless of the density value. However, the side effect is that
other structures that do like planes at local level also produce a high value
of M . The hysteresis thresholding procedure (Figures 2.7.d-f) and the global
analysis manage to extract the true membranes (Figures 2.7.g,h, yellow).
The behaviour described in this paragraph can be readily observed in the
other datasets too as this is an inherent feature of the algorithm.

The algorithm, as most of the segmentation methods, is sensitive to the
effects of the missing wedge. As seen in Fig. 2.7.h, a region of the membrane
appears broken because the density fades away due to its specific orientation
(the normal to the membrane tends towards the beam direction). Addition-
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Figure 2.9: Segmentation of a cryo-tomogram of HIV-1 virions. (a) A slice
of the original tomogram. (b) The same slice from the tomogram at a scale
σ = 2 . (c) Result of the segmentation algorithm applied to extract the outer
membrane of the virions, viewed in 3D. (d) Gauge R. (e) Membrane strength
M . (f,g) Detail for the rightmost virion of the seed selection procedure
for hysteresis thresholding, after the application of thresholds tN2 and tN3,
respectively (see colormap in Figure 2.6).

ally, the missing wedge also makes the actin filaments look like planes at local
scales. By using a different value for the threshold on the size of the com-
ponents tv, these actin filaments can also be extracted from the tomogram
using the same segmentation approach (pink).

Vaccinia virus

The performance of the algorithm was also tested with a cryo-tomogram of
Vaccinia virus [10]. The algorithm succeeded in segmenting both the outer
and the core membrane by properly tuning the parameter σ, as seen in Figure
2.8.c. As mentioned above, the results are affected by the missing wedge,
as reflected by the fact that the membranes appear open along the beam
direction.

A scale of σ = 3 was applied to extract the outer membrane. For the core
membrane, however, a much higher value was necessary (σ = 6) because this
membrane actually comprises two layers, the inner one is consistent with a
lipid membrane whereas the outer is made up of a palisade of spikes anchored
to the inner one [10]. These two layers, together with some material at the
inner facet, makes the boundary of the core rather thick (see Figure 2.8.a,b),
thereby needing a higher scale to extract it separately. Figure 2.8 also shows
the intermediate results from some of the different stages of the algorithm
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(R, S, M). Results from the stages of the hysteresis thresholding are shown
in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.10: Selected stages during segmentation of Golgi apparatus. (a) A
slice of the original tomogram. (b) 3D view of the segmented structure. (c)
Membrane strength M obtained with the segmentation algorithm at a scale
σ = 2.2. (d) Result from the hysteresis thresholding process. The colour of
the components is indicative of their size (see colormap in Figure 2.6).

Human Immunodeficiency virus

The last cryo-tomogram contained HIV-1 virions [9] and was taken from the
EM databank (http://emdatabank.org; entry emd-1155). The tomogram
required a scale of σ = 2 to segment the outer membranes. Figure 2.9
presents the results of the algorithm, where the effect of the missing wedge is
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again apparent. In this particular dataset, segmentation of the membranes
of the inner core was particularly challenging. This was caused by the fact
that there was dense material in the interior and in close contact to the walls
of the core, thereby precluding their extraction through the two latest steps
of the algorithm.

Figure 2.11: Segmentation of the membranous components of a mitochon-
drion. (a) A slice of the original tomogram. (b) 3D view of the segmenta-
tion result, with the outer membrane (yellow) and cristae (pink) highlighted
thanks to their extraction using different values of the parameter tv. (c)
Membrane strength M obtained with the segmentation algorithm at a scale
σ = 1.7. (d) Result from the seed selection for the subsequent hysteresis
thresholding process (see colormap indicating the size of the components in
Figure 2.6). Dataset courtesy of Dr. G. A. Perkins.

Golgi apparatus

This dataset was taken from the CCDB, (http://ccdb.ucsd.edu; entry 3632),
which had an immunological synapse of cytotoxic T cell [96]. To test the
performance of the algorithm to segment membranes, we focused solely on
a Golgi apparatus. We had special interest in this structure because the
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manual segmentation is available at the CCDB site, which allows us to make
a quantitative evaluation, as described above.

The algorithm was applied at a scale σ = 2.2 and was capable of seg-
menting the sought structure as only one component including all cisternae
(Figure 2.10). The algorithm actually detects the different membranes, or
any planar structure in general, present in the tomogram such as those of
the surrounding mitochondria (Figure 2.10.c). By means of the threshold tv
at the global analysis stage, the Golgi apparatus is isolated.

Mitochondrion

A tomogram of mitochondrion was also tested [76]. The algorithm, at a
scale σ = 1.7, delineated the outer membrane as well as the inner cristae
(pink), as shown in Figure 2.11. In this particular case, it was not obvious
to clearly separate the outer membrane (yellow) from the other membranous
structures with tv because the interaction between them is very tight. As
shown in Figure 2.11, their separation causes that the outer membrane has
to appear broken.

2.5 Concluding remarks
An algorithm to segment membranes in tomograms has been presented. It
relies on a simple local membrane model and the local differential struc-
ture to determine points whose neighbourhood resembles plane-like features.
Those points are then further analysed to determine which of them do actu-
ally constitute the membranes. The performance of the algorithm has been
analysed on a number of tomograms that may be considered representatives
of standard experimental conditions in electron tomography. In general, the
algorithm has shown good behaviour as the different membranous structures
present in the tomograms are successfully detected.

A quantitative analysis has also been done comparing the results ob-
tained by our algorithm with manual segmentation over selected datasets.
This comparison has been based on several metrics already employed in im-
age segmentation and, precisely in electron tomography. Nonetheless, some
modifications have been required and new metrics have had to be designed
to deal with the particularities of membranes (they are relatively thin struc-
tures that are typically segmented as a set of thin contours). The outcome
of this analysis suggests that our algorithm exhibits a good level of speci-
ficity and sensitivity in detecting membranes, even better than other generic
segmentation methods proposed in the field [33]. These results are remark-
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able, as automated segmentation methods tend to underestimate the object
of interest compared to the manual approach [33], which may be especially
true in manual delineation of fine structures as membranes. The quantitative
evaluation has also shown some of the limitations of TomoSegMem against
high levels of noise and structures apposed to membranes.

The algorithm has turned out to be robust as far as parameter tuning
is concerned. For hysteresis thresholding, a quite similar configuration has
been used in all the tests. For other stages of the algorithm, however, the
parameters are highly case specific. As mentioned, their tuning is intuitive
and their value can easily be estimated through simple preliminary obser-
vation of the tomogram under study. The algorithm has been devised to
deal with one single scale at a time. Several rounds of the algorithm allow
segmentation of structures that require different scales, as illustrated with
the Vaccinia dataset.
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Chapter 3

Local characterisation and
classification of membranes

The previous chapter was devoted to show how differential geometry based
methods allow detection of membranes in tomograms. In this chapter, we
focus our attention on methods for classifying membranes according to their
local properties. A new computational framework for segmentation of 3D
EM datasets is investigated. It relies on detection and characterisation of
ridges (i.e. local maxima). Ridges are first detected through a procedure
inspired on the local detector that was devised in the previous chapter. The
detected ridges are modelled as asymmetric Gaussian functions whose pa-
rameters constitute ridge descriptors. This local information is then used
to cluster the ridges, which leads to the ultimate segmentation. The per-
formance of the framework is illustrated with its application to a number of
complex 3D datasets and a quantitative analysis.

The first section is devoted to analyse which local properties characterise
a membrane starting from the membrane model defined in Section 2.2. This
membrane model simplifies the characterisation problem because it reduces
the density profile of the membrane to a 1D function. Local membrane de-
scriptors are then obtained through fitting the density profile with a Gaussian
function; the resulting parameters of this Gaussian function are taken as the
membrane descriptors. The second section deals with methods for mem-
branes classification based on local descriptors. The classification procedure
starts from establishing the partition of descriptors space where different
kinds of membranes can separately be located. Three different classification
methods has been used: (i) the basic human supervised thresholding and the
unsupervised clustering methods (ii) K-means and (iii) Self-Organising Maps.
In Section 3.3 these classification methods are used for a quantitative valida-
tion of the framework. In addition, illustrative examples are presented, which

39
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show the performance of the method when applied to a set of experimental
datasets. These results prove that by locally characterising the membranes,
the segmentations are enriched when they are compared with TomoSegMem
(i.e. the membrane detection method proposed in Chapter 2).

3.1 Ridge-based framework for membrane de-
tection and characterisation

In this section we introduce a new framework for locally characterising the
membranes of ET datasets in structural cell biology. It relies on detection
of ridges (i.e. local maxima). They are generalisations of local maxima for
smooth n-dimensional functions. At a ridge point x, the function has a local
maximum when restricted to an affine plane located at x. The set of ridge
points generically lie in n-dimensional manifolds. The ridge definition is ex-
tremely flexible since the dimension n and the affine planes can be chosen to
suit any application’s needs [11]. In [26], Florack et al. defined the concept
of scale and determined how to use differential geometry tools (e.g. gradi-
ent, curvature) to describe images. They introduced the concept of isophote
(iso-surfaces in 3D), which allows description of objects as n-manifolds (also
known as n-dimensional manifolds). Edges and ridges can be described as
1-manifolds (curves in the plane) in images and 2-manifolds (surfaces in the
space) in volumes. Nowadays, these tools are widely used in image process-
ing [2]. In particular, ridges have proved to be very useful in the Computer
Vision field, for example, to detect and analyse tube-like and plane-like fea-
tures [5, 42, 94]. Membranes can be seen as 2-manifolds with ridge profiles. In
the next subsections, we first propose a Gaussian based model for analysing
the density profile of a membrane in the 1D space and then we show the way
of extracting the profile from the 3D tomograms.

3.1.1 1D ridge analysis
This section shows how ridges can be locally described in a one-dimensional
function or 1D image. In that case, ridges are 0-manifolds (discrete points
in R).

This work assumes that the information of interest is represented by pos-
itive curvature structures. Detection of local maxima (i.e. ridge points) in a
1D function f allows isolation of the set D = {xj : j = 1, ..., KD} ∈ X, with
X ∈ R being the domain of f and where xj is a 0-manifold. The ridge points
in D constitute the details of interest. A simple Gaussian-based model can
be used to locally describe every detail (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). This model is
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defined as fm : R→ R+:

fm(x) = oj + sj exp
(
−(x− xj)2

2t2j

)
, (3.1)

where xj is the location of a local maximum of f , i.e. an element of D, oj
(offset) represents its intensity level offset, sj is the local significance (sharp-
ness) and the size is expressed by tj (thickness). The function fm is a local
approximation of f . We must now define what local is for every xj ∈ D.
Let be Ej an interval around xj. The next three premises have been used to
establish local sets:

• xj ∈ Ej ⇒ xj /∈ Ei, ∀i 6= j where i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , KD}

• Ej ∩ Ei = ∅, ∀i 6= j where i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , KD}.

• ⋃KD
1 Ej = X −

{⋃KS
1 Si

}
, where Si is one of the KS step regions that

are pure edges, which cannot be approximated by fm and are not con-
sidered in this work.

Figure 3.1: Ridge characterisation in 1D. (Left) Six ridges (A-F) with differ-
ent properties that constitute the details of interest in a 1D function. Black
arrows denote antidetails, which represent the boundaries of the local neigh-
bourhood around each detail of interest. (Right) Description of ridges in
terms of parameters based on a Gaussian model (see main text). Here, only
asymmetry associated to the offset is shown. This description allows classifi-
cation of ridges based on offset ({A,B,C,D} and {E,F}), sharpness ({A,E},
{D} and {B,C,F}), thickness ({A,B,D,E,F} and {C}), offset asymmetry
({A} and {B,D,C,E,F}), resolution ({A,D,E}, {B}, {C}, and {F}) or any
other far more complex criterion by combining parameters.
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At each interval Ej delimited by antidetails the function f can be approx-
imated by fm. In this work the set of antidetails is composed by local minima
or saddle points surrounding ridges (see black arrows in Figure 3.1). Except
for the special cases of j = 1 and j = KD, a detail xj is delimited by the an-
tidetails xlj and xrj . Consequently xj ∈ Ej =

[
xlj, x

r
j

]
. For the special cases of

j = 1 and j = KD, x1 ∈ E1 = [inf {X} , xr1] and xKD ∈ EKD =
[
xlKD , sup {X}

]
,

where inf{·} and sup{·} are the infimum and supremum of a set, respectively.
Using antidetails, the step regions can be isolated as well (Figure 3.1). A new
parameter can then be introduced, resolution, given by rj = �{Ej}, where
�{·} is the diameter of a set.

Figure 3.2.left shows that data on the left and the right of a detail are
not necessarily symmetrical. However, the Gaussian model in (3.1) is sym-
metrical. To accommodate this asymmetry, the model is then divided in two
parts to end up with the following piecewise function

fmp =
{
fl = fm(xl) ∀xl ∈ [xlj, xj] = E lj
fr = fm(xr) ∀xr ∈ [xj, xrj ] = Erj

(3.2)

for every detail xj. This definition of Ej = E lj ∪ Erj makes each parameter
require a pair of values (ōj, s̄j, t̄j, r̄j, with ōj = {olj, orj}, etc.) that are obtained
from the information in E lj and Erj .

Once every detail and its local neighbourhood have been detected, the
model parameters are adjusted to real data f . Model fitting can be expressed
as an overdetermined non-linear equations system:

arg
ōj ,s̄j ,t̄j ,r̄j

[
min

{ ∑
∀xk∈Ej

(
f(xk)− fmp(xk; ō, s̄, t̄, r̄)

)2
}]

(3.3)

An optimisation algorithm can solve this problem (in particular, Newton-
based methods have been used here) and the result consists of a set of pa-
rameter pairs ōj, s̄j, t̄j, r̄j of fmp that minimises the quadratic error (Figures
3.1.right, 3.2.left). We then characterise ridges with an eight-dimensional
vector composed of the maximum value pj = max{plj, prj} and the asymme-
try (Equation 3.4) of each parameter pj ∈ {oj, sj, tj, rj}.

apj =
|plj − prj |
|plj + prj |

(3.4)

3.1.2 Extension to 3D
For data dimensions d > 1 (i.e. 2D for images; 3D for tomograms), an ex-
tension of a local maximum can be a ridge described as a (d − 1)-manifold
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Figure 3.2: Sketch of ridge parameters over a zoomed view of ridge A in
Figure 3.1. Ridges as 2-manifolds (surfaces) in 3D space. For illustrative
purposes, rotating the 1D signal shown in Figure 3.1 created a synthetic 3D
volume. By applying the procedure explained in Section 3.1.2, the ridges
shown here as concentric surfaces were detected. Two ridges are highlighted:
at the yellow and blue surfaces. If the data along the first eigenvector of
the Hessian tensor (~v1) are extracted out of these two ridges, they would
resemble the curves around the ridges F and D, respectively, in Figure 3.1.
The ridge descriptors (Figure 3.1.right) allow us to perceive that the surfaces
are actually different.

(plane ridge) [11] (other types of ridges described by others manifolds are
not considered in this work). As a result, a ridge point xj ∈ Rd (detail) can
be defined by its second order differential structure and the Hessian tensor
(see Section 2.3.1). In the 3D case in particular, an eigen-analysis of the Hes-
sian tensor provides three orthogonal eigenvectors ~vi and the corresponding
eigenvalues λi, with i = 1, 2, 3. For planar ridges, the first eigenvector ~v1 is
the one whose eigenvalue λ1 exhibits the largest absolute value and points to
the direction of the maximum curvature (second derivative) while the other
eigenvalues are null. This kind of ridges can therefore be characterised just
analysing the 3D function f in the direction of ~v1. It means that for the
analysis we are interested in, the function f : R3 → R+ can actually be
turned into a one-dimensional function f : R → R+ in the neighbourhood
of a detail xj. Consequently, the theory developed in the previous section
can be applied, so f is approximated by fmp, whose parameters will describe
this detail belonging to a 2-manifold in R3; i.e. a surface in a 3D space (see
Figure 3.2).

These ridges can be identified by means of the detector of locally planar
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structures, M , introduced in Section 2.3.2 (Equation 2.11). This local detec-
tor was defined as the ratio between the squared second-order and squared
first-order derivatives. In this work, the non-maximum suppression (NMS)
criterion, which is the natural tool for ridge point detection, has also been
considered. NMS includes a threshold tM over M to discard spurious ridge
points. Specifically, the ridge point detector used in this work is given by:{

(f(xj) > f(xj − α~v1)) and (f(xj) > f(xj + α~v1))
M(xj) ≥ tM

, (3.5)

where the first condition (with α being a small number) denotes that only
the local maximum associated to the ridge is to be extracted.

Detection of ridges and the antidetails encompassing the associated local
set is sensitive to noise so, a pre-processing step intended to reduce it is
required. As thoroughly discussed previously, scale-space can allow focusing
on structural features at a certain scale σ, whereas smaller features and
noise are filtered or smeared out. More aggressive filtering methods are also
applicable, such as those based on nonlinear techniques [14] or anisotropic
nonlinear diffusion [21]. However, even in those cases, scale-space should be
applied for a better fit with the Gaussian ridge model.

3.2 Ridge classification and tomogram seg-
mentation

The parameters characterising the ridge points constitute eight-dimensional
feature vectors that can be used for clustering the ridges. In this work, we
have used several techniques for this. First, thresholding applied to the dif-
ferent parameters turns out to be a simple but effective way to cluster them.
The fact that the ridge parameters correspond to features visually perceptible
for humans (e.g. offset, thickness, sharpness, resolution) makes them appro-
priate for interactive user clustering or for further supervision. Second, these
feature vectors are suited for unsupervised classification methods as well. In
particular, here we have tested the well-known K-means and Self-Organising
Maps (SOMs) [57], which are methods commonly used in the field of ET for
different clustering purposes [30]. A brief description of them follows.

• The K-means method for clustering intends to partition the input data
into K clusters in such a way that each input vector is assigned to the
cluster with the nearest mean [30]. The standard algorithm proceeds
iteratively until convergence. In each iteration there are two main
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steps. First, there is an “assignment” step where each input vector is
assigned to the cluster with the nearest mean. Afterward, an “update”
step aims to re-calculate the new means of the clusters. Those means
are computed as the centroids of all input vectors assigned to each
cluster. The algorithm is said to converge when the assignments do
not change or, in other words, the means (i.e. centroids) remain stable.

• On the other hand, SOMs [17, 46, 56] are neural networks that are
trained by unsupervised learning. Given an input vector, the neurons of
the SOM compete by means of mutual lateral interactions and only one
is thus activated. The winner neuron and its neighbours are then tuned
to the input vector. As the algorithm iteratively proceeds with all input
vectors, the locations of the neural activity tend to become ordered.
The trained SOM approximates the probability density function of the
input data. Each neuron of the SOM may be considered as a class,
and it contains a so-called code vector that is the representative of
the input data mapped onto that neuron (somewhat equivalent to the
concept of centroid in K-means). However, the fact that the SOM
reflects the probability density function results in the ability to better
discriminate among similar input vectors that occur more frequently.
As a consequence, it is common a post-processing stage consisting of
clustering the SOM neurons. The goal is to yield the definite set of
classes that are as different as possible from each other [17, 108].

The clustering partitions classifies the set of ridge points D = {xj} into
KC classes or regions C = {Ck : k = 1, . . . , KC}. This classification is, how-
ever, limited to the discrete set of ridge points (ridges) making up the 2-
manifolds (i.e. surfaces). It is thus necessary to extend it to the voxels of
the tomogram. To this end, a region growing procedure is applied whereby
the ridge points are considered initial ’seed’ points and neighbour voxels are
progressively added to the regions. In this growing process, every voxel un-
der consideration is assigned to the region of the nearest ridge point xj. On
the contrary, those voxels unlikely belonging to locally planar structures are
ignored, i.e. those with M < tM . This process can be expressed as:

xj ∈ Ck ⇒ x ∈ Ck ∀x ∈ XM : j = arg min
j
{||x− xj||}} (3.6)

with XM = {x ∈ X : M(x) ≥ tM} and X denoting the whole set of voxels
of the tomogram.

Finally, a region merging procedure is applied with the aim of eliminating
spurious segmented areas. An analysis based on the size of the segmented
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Figure 3.3: From ridge classification to tomogram segmentation. (a) Slice of
the original tomogram after noise reduction and scale-space. (b) Detected
ridges classified based on SOMs. (c) Region growing extends ridge classifica-
tion to the voxels of the tomogram according to the local plane detector M .
(d) Region merging removes spurious, small segmented regions by integrating
them into neighbour large ones.

regions is performed first. Then, any region with a volume size lower than
a given threshold tv is merged to the neighbour region that contains more
voxels apposed to it. For illustration purposes, Figure 3.3 shows an example
of the region growing and merging procedures.

Summary
The ridge-based framework for 3D segmentation is thus summarised as:

1. Pre-processing: noise reduction and scale-space.

2. Ridge detection according to the local plane detector M (Equation
2.11).

3. ThresholdingM with tM and ridge point detection with non-maximum
suppression (Equation 3.5).

4. Ridge characterisation:

(a) Extraction of the 1D ridge and the associated local set along the
direction given by the first eigenvector of the Hessian matrix, ~v1.

(b) Parameterisation based on Gaussian-model fitting: offset, sharp-
ness, thickness, resolution and their corresponding asymmetries.

5. Ridge classification.
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6. Extension of ridge clusters to tomogram segmentation (Region grow-
ing).

7. Segmentation refinement by region merging.

8. Global analysis based on Volume analysis.

3.3 Validation and experimental results
In this section we first describe a set of experiments intended to objectively
validate the ridge-based segmentation algorithm using a synthetic phantom,
by a comparison with the TomoSegMem algorithm (Chapter 2), using a syn-
thetic phantom. We also demonstrate the benefits of incorporating the ridge-
based framework for membrane segmentation. Later, we analyse the experi-
mental results obtained from the application of the ridge-based segmentation
algorithm to a wide set of real tomograms acquired from different Electron
Microscopy (EM) techniques.

With regard to parameter setting corresponding to the results presented
in this section, the scale-space parameter σ has been taken from the range
[1, 3] in order to ensure good ridge detection with the Gaussian model fit-
ting. The threshold tM was set in the range [0.2, 0.5] and tv in [500, 1000].
The most critical parameter turns out to be σ, which is used in the scale-
space operation. However, it can be easily tuned according to the scale (i.e.
thickness) of the membranes or structures that are targeted. The threshold
tM used in the ridge detector also has an important influence because it con-
tributes to reduce spurious ridges. It should be set by trial-and-error, though
the range given above is expected to be broadly applicable. The threshold on
the volume size tv used for region merging strongly depends on the dataset
and the structures under study. However, we found that optimal setting of
this parameter is not crucial, in general. Finally, we also realised that the
number of clusters involved in the automated clustering methods is not crit-
ical neither. A moderate number of clusters should be used to accommodate
the variability of ridges present in the dataset.

3.3.1 Validation results
For a quantitative assessment, the synthetic phantom described in Section 1.6
has been used (see Figure 1.5). The phantom was subjected to segmentation
by TomoSegMem and by the ridge-based procedure using scale-space with
σ = 2. The parameters were set according to the configuration described in
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Section 2.4 for TomoSegMem and in Section 3.3 for the ridge-based proce-
dure. The segmentation results with both methods can be seen in Figure
3.4. The results with SNR of 6 and 1 turned out to be very similar, thus
showing robustness against noise. The limitation of TomoSegMem to discern
different structures is clearly seen: it can only classify isolated structures by
their size. Structures that are connected or that have the same size are thus
considered as a whole (for instance, the mitochondrion: membrane, crista
and junction; or axon membrane and myelin sheath). Another limitation
is that it is unable to get rid of spurious locally planar features apposed to
the true membranes (for instance, the inner side of the vesicle’s membrane).
Ridge-based segmentation overcomes these limitations. It is clear from the
right side of Figure 3.4 that the rigde-based segmentation method is able to
discern the six different membranes the phantom contains (axon membrane,
myelin sheath, a vesicle, and an axonal mitochondrion including outer mem-
brane, crista and crista junction). Ridge clustering by any of the strategies
(SOMs, K-means and parameter thresholding) yielded very similar results.

Figure 3.4: Segmentation of the phantom tomogram at SNR = 6. (left) Seg-
mentation with TomoSegMem. (right) Ridge-based segmentation and classi-
fication with SOM. Classification with K-means and parameter thresholding
yielded similar results to SOMs (not shown here). Note that TomoSegMem
segments the mitochondrion as a whole and is unable to discern the different
substructures (membrane, cristae, cristae junction). TomoSegMem is also
unable to get rid of the spurious details apposed to the inner side of the
membrane of the vesicle. Finally, it does not manage to distinguish the axon
membrane from the bands of myelin sheath because they all are in the same
range of size. The ridge-based segmentation turns out to be more robust and
overcomes most of these limitations.
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Table 3.1: Quantitative analysis based on phantom (%). ∗

SNR = 1 SNR = 6
Class TPF TNF Shape TPF TNF Shape
TomoSegMem
Myelin 95.54 99.85 99.13 97.50 99.99 99.27
Mito. 85.03 98.93 96.87 86.79 99.78 98.79
Vesicle 71.28 99.46 93.80 70.68 99.44 94.04
Global 91.33 98.01 97.15 93.12 99.09 98.16
Ridge-based Segmentation
Axon 90.32 99.97 98.36 88.09 99.98 98.38
Myelin 97.99 99.71 98.56 98.45 99.75 98.77
Mem.Mito. 85.69 99.76 98.82 85.61 99.79 98.84
Crista 96.81 99.61 96.01 96.61 99.62 96.55
Junction 43.98 99.99 95.36 74.20 99.99 94.92
Vesicle 67.59 99.69 97.00 67.45 99.75 96.72
Global 92.76 98.65 98.26 92.87 98.77 98.46
∗ The results shown for the ridge-based segmentation were obtained using
SOMs for classification. The results with other classification methods turned
out to be similar (see Tables 3.2–3.9)

Table 3.2: Segmentation with TomoSegMem (SNR = 1)
Bounding Box Axes Shape

Class Width Height Centroid Major Minor Analysis TPF TNF

Myelin 98.20 99.62 99.77 98.84 99.20 99.13 95.54 99.85
Mito. 98.13 99.12 99.49 94.93 92.68 96.87 85.03 98.93
Vesicle 97.64 99.38 99.18 83.13 89.66 93.80 71.28 99.46
Global 98.00 99.36 96.92 93.78 97.67 97.15 91.33 98.01

Table 3.3: Ridge-based Segmentation (SNR = 1) – SOM Classification
Bounding Box Axes Shape

Class Width Height Centroid Major Minor Analysis TPF TNF

Axon 96.93 99.55 99.49 97.41 98.43 98.36 90.32 99.97
Myelin 97.84 99.59 99.57 98.70 97.11 98.56 97.99 99.71

Mem.Mito. 99.60 99.63 99.75 97.16 97.97 98.82 85.69 99.76
Crista 96.17 99.07 99.48 89.58 95.74 96.01 96.81 99.61

Junction 97.58 97.40 96.62 89.22 95.98 95.36 43.98 99.99
Vesicle 97.04 99.66 98.88 97.18 92.22 97.00 67.59 99.69
Global 97.89 99.41 99.28 96.52 98.20 98.26 92.76 98.65

In our quantitative analysis the phantom represents the ’ground truth’.
This allows us to directly measure the sensitivity, i.e. the calculation of the
fraction of true positives (TPF, points correctly segmented and classified)
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Table 3.4: Ridge-based Segmentation (SNR = 1) – K-means Classification
Bounding Box Axes Shape

Class Width Height Centroid Major Minor Analysis TPF TNF

Axon 97.03 99.26 99.27 96.80 98.36 98.14 83.68 99.95
Myelin 98.65 99.61 99.64 98.80 93.83 98.11 91.08 99.57

Mem.Mito. 99.25 99.55 99.70 97.31 97.70 98.70 85.26 99.81
Crista 96.61 98.90 99.45 88.65 95.53 95.83 96.81 99.67

Junction 96.98 98.26 97.94 91.84 97.09 96.42 63.97 99.99
Vesicle 97.59 99.62 98.42 87.97 92.23 95.17 69.31 99.59
Global 98.21 99.46 98.43 95.25 97.20 97.71 88.45 98.43

Table 3.5: Ridge-based Segmentation (SNR = 1) – Parameter thresholding
Bounding Box Axes Shape

Class Width Height Centroid Major Minor Analysis TPF TNF

Axon 96.75 99.12 99.29 97.06 97.42 97.93 84.39 99.95
Myelin 98.42 99.01 99.40 98.31 93.42 97.71 91.23 99.63

Mem.Mito. 98.09 99.05 99.74 97.01 97.41 98.26 85.39 99.79
Crista 96.18 98.95 99.35 85.08 93.66 94.64 96.82 99.63

Junction 98.73 98.90 99.08 93.55 97.58 97.57 63.95 99.99
Vesicle 97.77 99.19 98.87 92.31 93.09 96.25 69.89 99.66
Global 97.82 98.91 98.65 95.70 97.20 97.66 88.87 98.55

Table 3.6: Segmentation with TomoSegMem (SNR = 6)
Bounding Box Axes Shape

Class Width Height Centroid Major Minor Analysis TPF TNF

Myelin 98.57 99.50 99.79 98.93 99.57 99.27 97.50 99.99
Mito. 99.16 99.64 99.75 97.43 97.95 98.79 86.79 99.78
Vesicle 97.90 99.61 99.09 82.51 91.10 94.04 70.68 99.44
Global 98.25 99.57 98.73 95.69 98.54 98.16 93.12 99.09

and the specificity, i.e. the calculation of the fraction of true negatives (TNF,
points that have been correctly left out of the segmented objects), based on
voxel-based comparisons. In addition, complementary metrics about shape
analysis (Section 1.6) were also measured, obtaining values higher than or
around 90%. Tables 3.2–3.9 contain a detailed report of the quantitative
results. Data in Tables 3.2 and 3.6 were obtained from TomoSegMem algo-
rithm with SNR = 1 and SNR = 6, respectively. Tables 3.3–3.5 show the
results from the ridge-based segmentation algorithm using SOM, K-means
and Parameter thresholding classification methods with SNR = 1. Likewise,
Tables 3.7–3.9 refer to results with SNR = 6. In all these tables, Global
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Table 3.7: Ridge-based Segmentation (SNR = 6) – SOM Classification
Bounding Box Axes Shape

Class Width Height Centroid Major Minor Analysis TPF TNF

Axon 96.80 99.61 99.37 97.56 98.55 98.38 88.09 99.98
Myelin 97.75 99.74 99.67 98.84 97.83 98.77 98.45 99.75

Mem.Mito. 99.53 99.56 99.77 97.34 98.02 98.84 85.61 99.79
Crista 95.78 98.82 99.38 89.00 99.76 96.55 96.61 99.62

Junction 97.95 98.82 98.63 92.60 86.59 94.92 74.20 99.99
Vesicle 97.48 99.65 99.42 91.62 95.42 96.72 67.45 99.75
Global 97.80 99.44 99.37 97.01 98.69 98.46 92.87 98.77

Table 3.8: Ridge-based Segmentation (SNR = 6) – K-means Classification
Bounding Box Axes Shape

Class Width Height Centroid Major Minor Analysis TPF TNF

Axon 96.90 99.20 99.39 96.80 97.55 97.97 88.89 99.94
Myelin 98.12 99.46 99.62 98.96 95.37 98.31 94.77 99.69

Mem.Mito. 98.90 99.54 99.65 97.31 97.91 98.66 83.98 99.83
Crista 98.53 99.55 99.66 94.67 94.99 97.48 94.00 99.77

Junction 98.90 99.75 99.15 96.50 96.41 98.14 84.12 99.98
Vesicle 97.52 99.59 98.47 89.72 91.46 95.35 68.25 99.62
Global 97.79 99.45 98.95 96.32 97.59 98.02 90.80 98.71

Table 3.9: Ridge-based Segmentation (SNR = 6) – Parameter thresholding
Bounding Box Axes Shape

Class Width Height Centroid Major Minor Analysis TPF TNF

Axon 96.95 99.07 99.37 96.78 97.09 97.85 89.30 99.94
Myelin 98.34 99.68 99.62 99.02 95.37 98.41 94.77 99.69

Mem.Mito. 97.49 98.78 99.66 97.09 97.95 98.19 83.98 99.82
Crista 97.97 99.52 99.68 94.91 95.22 97.46 96.27 99.75

Junction 99.01 99.43 99.23 94.38 97.46 97.90 67.26 100.0
Vesicle 97.91 99.49 99.17 93.64 94.21 96.88 67.17 99.73
Global 98.02 98.39 99.23 96.59 97.97 98.04 90.84 98.83

denotes that all segmented structures are treated as a whole; i.e. as belong-
ing to only one class. Data in column Shape are the average value of the
five metrics used for the shape analysis (bounding box, centroid and axes).
In Table 3.1 we have summarised the contents of all these tables only for:
sensitivity (TPF), specificity (TNF) and shape analysis metrics. In this ta-
ble, the results shown for the ridge-based segmentation were obtained using
SOMs for classification. The results with other classification methods turned
out to be similar (see Tables 3.2–3.9). As expected, the results show that,
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in global terms, both algorithms (TomoSegMem vs. Ridge-based) behave
similarly if just detection of the structures is considered (i.e. row labelled as
Global in Tables), with high sensitivity (TPF > 91%) and higher specificity
(TNF > 98%). However, ridge-based segmentation stands out by its ability
to extract the six different structures present in the phantom with extremely
high specificity. It exhibits high sensitivity as well, yet it is still susceptible to
false positives due to other structures apposed to the local planes (e.g. at the
crista junction, which is a fine detail, or at the vesicle due to the dense con-
tent). The three strategies for ridge clustering yielded similar performance
in global terms, as demonstrated by Tables 3.3–3.5, 3.7–3.9.

To further study the results with these classification strategies, we com-
puted the centroids of the clusters derived from SOM and K-means (Ta-
bles 3.10 and 3.11). The eight ridge parameters represent offset (o), sharp-
ness (s), thickness (t), resolution (r) and their corresponding asymmetries
(ao, as, at, ar). Then, we calculated the Euclidean distance between them
for the six classes (Axon, Myelin, Mem.Mito, Crista, Junction and Vesicle).
The distance turned out to be 0.15, 0.16, 0.24, 0.08, 0.39, 0.37, respectively,
which are relatively low values for a maximum of

√
8 in the eight-dimensional

space where the components are normalised to be in [0, 1]. In order to fa-
cilitate the comparison of these centroids with the actual thresholds applied
to the parameter thresholding strategy, these have also been normalised to
be in the range [0, 1]. Table 3.12 shows the normalised thresholds required
to extract out the six biological structures. This table should be read as
follows: the Axon class is composed by the ridges that simultaneously fulfil
the conditions that the offset is lower than 0.5, and the sharpness is higher
than 0.05 and the resolution is higher than 0.98; the Myelin class comprises
those ridges with offset lower than 0.5, and sharpness higher than 0.05 and
resolution lower than 0.98; and so forth. It can be seen that parameter
thresholding is also in good accordance with the centroids found by the clus-
tering procedures. For instance, the centroids of the Axon class resulting
from the SOM and K-means classifications clearly fulfil the threshold condi-
tions (i.e., offset lower than 0.5; sharpness higher than 0.05; resolution higher
than 0.98). There are two classes with poorer agreement between SOM and
K-means: Junction (distance of 0.39) and Vesicle (0.37). As discussed a
few lines above, these classes are characterised by a slightly larger rate of
false positives (i.e. poorer TPF). A comparison of the parameter thresholds
with these centroids (Tables 3.10–3.12) shows that they all are, in general, in
good agreement. Therefore, the similar behaviour of the different clustering
strategies is confirmed.
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Table 3.10: Centroids of the clusters - SOM classification
Class o ao s as t at r ar

Axon 0.4156 0.0637 0.2506 0.1586 0.1101 0.1525 0.9104 0.3594
Myelin 0.4387 0.0912 0.1403 0.1974 0.0598 0.1246 0.2623 0.1520
Mem.Mito. 0.6112 0.2337 0.3066 0.5719 0.1274 0.2926 0.8394 0.4182
Crista 0.6781 0.2730 0.3346 0.7233 0.1420 0.3656 0.8554 0.4085
Junction 0.4211 0.0641 0.2539 0.1598 0.1115 0.1542 0.9232 0.3642
Vesicle 0.6258 0.2232 0.3061 0.5823 0.1226 0.2666 0.8372 0.3725

Table 3.11: Centroids of the clusters - K-means classification
Class o ao s as t at r ar

Axon 0.3546 0.0450 0.2567 0.0760 0.0978 0.1009 0.9992 0.3313
Myelin 0.4580 0.1713 0.1995 0.2554 0.0922 0.2202 0.2912 0.1810
Mem.Mito. 0.6510 0.3622 0.4265 0.6352 0.1497 0.2998 0.7111 0.3385
Crista 0.6551 0.2771 0.3282 0.7414 0.1282 0.3706 0.7841 0.3907
Junction 0.4579 0.0889 0.2456 0.1319 0.0929 0.0388 1.0000 0.0080
Vesicle 0.7457 0.4125 0.5329 0.6293 0.1934 0.2924 0.9443 0.2400

Table 3.12: Parameter thresholding.∗
Class o ao s as t at r ar

Axon ↓ 0.5 ↑ 0.05 ↑ 0.98
Myelin ↓ 0.5 ↑ 0.05 ↓ 0.98
Mem.Mito. ↑ 0.4 ↑ 0.1 ↑ 0.05
Crista ↑ 0.4 ↑ 0.1 ↑ 0.05 ↑ 0.7
Junction ↑ 0.4 ↓ 0.1 ↑ 0.05 ↓ 0.1
Vesicle ↑ 0.4 ↑ 0.1 ↑ 0.2 ↑ 0.3

∗The eight ridge parameters represent offset (o), sharpness (s), thickness (t),
resolution (r) and their corresponding asymmetries (ao, as, at, ar).
The values indicate the actual thresholds used for the segmentation. These
threshold values allowed clustering of the six different structures.
’↑’ indicates upthresholding (higher than), ’↓’ downthresholding (lower than).
Otherwise, no thresholding was applied for this parameter.

3.3.2 Segmentation of experimental datasets
The ridge-based segmentation framework has been tested on different 3D
volumes obtained by ET and a dataset obtained with the serial blockface
Electron Microscopy technique. The datasets were subjected to anisotropic
nonlinear diffusion first [21] to reduce noise, preserve the features of inter-
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Figure 3.5: Steps of ridge-based segmentation. (top-left) Slice of the original
tomogram of axonal mitochondrion. (top-right) Pre-processed data (contrast
inversion, noise reduction and scale-space). (bottom-left) Classification of
detected ridges based on parameter thresholding (see actual ridge parameters
in Figure 3.6) using the thresholds in Table 3.13. (bottom-right) Extension
of ridge classification to voxel segmentation (colour code as in Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.6: Parameters describing the ridges in the tomogram of axonal
mitochondrion. top-left: offset. top-right: sharpness. bottom-left: thickness.
bottom-right: asymmetry of sharpness. Values are according to the colormap
on the right.
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Figure 3.7: Segmentation of axonal mitochondrion tomogram. (left) Slice of
the original tomogram. The rectangle encloses the data shown in Figures
3.5 and 3.6. (centre and right) Different views of the segmented tomogram.
Visualization at a higher level of detail of the segmentation result of the
enclosed area is available in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. Color code: yellow – mito-
chondrion membrane; pink – mitochondrion cristae; green – axon membrane
and other axoplasmic plane-like structures; violet – myelin sheath of the
Schwann cell; red – Schwann cell’s mitochondrion; light green – Schwann
cell’s membranous structure. In transparency, other sharp axonal structures
(mainly microtubules and neurofilaments).

est and flatten the background. For this, the software package TomoAND
and its capability of automated parameter tuning were used [19, 20, 21]. The
density in tomograms was normalised so as to be in the range [0, 1], with high
values representing electron dense objects. Most of the datasets tested were
taken from the CCDB database (ccdb.ucsd.edu), where detailed information
about the preparation techniques are available (mostly using chemical fix-
ation, high pressure freezing and freeze substitution). For ridge clustering,
we used parameter thresholding and also the automated clustering meth-
ods K-means and SOMs with a number of initial clusters in the range 16–20.
Similar results were obtained for the three clustering techniques, and for that
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reason only one will be shown in the following illustrative examples.

Table 3.13: Parameter thresholding for segmentation of the axonal
mitochondrion.∗ (see Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7)
.

Class o ao s as t at r ar

1 ↑ .5 ↑ .08 ↑ .13 ↑ .1 ↑ 2 − ↑ 5 −
2 ↑ .5 ↓ .1 ↓ .13 ↓ .1 ↓ 2 − − −
3 ↑ .45 − ↑ .1 − − − − −
4 ↑ .56 ↓ .1 ↓ .05 ↓ .1 − − ↓ 6 −
5 ↑ .45 ↑ .03 ↑ .08 ↑ .03 − − ↑ 3 −
6 ↓ .48 − ↑ .08 − − − − −

∗The eight ridge parameters represent offset (o), sharpness (s), thickness (t), resolution
(r) and their corresponding asymmetries (ao, as, at, ar).
These threshold values allowed clustering into six different classes: 1 – outer/inner mito-
chondrion membranes; 2 – mitochondrion cristae; 3 – axon membrane and similar plane-
like structures; 4 – Schwann cell’s myelin sheath; 5 – Schwann cell’s mitochondrion; 6 –
Schwann cell’s membranous structures. The values indicate the actual thresholds used for
the segmentation. ’↑’ indicates upthresholding (higher than), ’↓’ downthresholding (lower
than) and ’−’ no thresholding applied for this parameter.

Axonal mitochondrion

The first dataset was an electron tomogram (CCDB, ID: 8154) containing
an axonal mitochondrion in a Schwann cell of the peripheral nerve of adult
rat [77]. Figure 3.5 illustrates the different steps of the segmentation proce-
dure explained in Section 3.2 on a small piece of the tomogram. Clustering of
ridges was performed by thresholding the ridge parameters (Figure 3.6), and
the actual threshold values are presented in Table 3.13. Figure 3.7 shows the
complete segmentation of the tomogram, where separation of the different
structural components is apparent. The precise delineation of the fine details
in the myelin sheath is particularly remarkable. This example clearly exhibits
the potential of the method, as the components of this complex tomogram
are extracted and labelled (i.e. coloured) with almost no user intervention
(except threshold settings).
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Figure 3.8: Neuronal mitochondrion. (left) Slice of the pre-processed to-
mogram. (right) Segmentation with the ridge-based framework. Arrows
indicate areas where this framework behaves particularly well and overcomes
the failures and misclassification of TomoSegMem (see Figure 2.11). Dataset
courtesy of Dr. G.A. Perkins. Color code: yellow – mitochondrion mem-
brane; pink – cristae.

Table 3.14: Parameter thresholding for segmentation in Figure 3.8.∗

Class o ao s as t at r ar

1 ↑ .4 ↑ .15 ↑ .2 ↑ .2 − − ↑ 30 −
2 ↑ .4 − ↓ .2 ↓ .2 ↑ 2 − ↓ 20 ↓ .3

∗The eight ridge parameters represent offset (o), sharpness (s), thickness (t), resolution
(r) and their corresponding assymetries (ao, as, at, ar).
Class 1 and 2 represent membranes and cristae, respectively. The values indicate the
actual thresholds used for the segmentation. ’↑’ indicates upthresholding (higher than),
’↓’ downthresholding (lower than) and ’−’ no thresholding applied for this parameter.

Mitochondrion

The second dataset was a tomogram focused on another type of neuronal
mitochondrion, prepared as those taken from the CCDB. Figure 3.8 shows
a slice of the tomogram and the resulting segmentation. Ridge classification
was also based on parameter thresholding, as shown in Table 3.14. The
interest here was to confirm the ability of this ridge framework to identify
and separate the membranes and cristae of the mitochondrion. TomoSegMem
failed to discriminate perfectly these structures (see Figure 2.11). However,
the methodology presented in this chapter succeeds. It is important to note
from Figure 3.8 that the density within the mitochondrion is, in general,
higher than the surrounding background. Therefore, the sharpness parameter
is key in this segmentation (Table 3.14). Moreover, the asymmetries (in
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particular of offset and sharpness) are other important parameters as well.
At the ridges associated to the mitochondrion membranes, these asymmetries
are high because at one side the background is found whereas at the other side
there is the denser content within the mitochondrion. However, the cristae
are embedded in a relatively homogeneous content (hence, those asymmetries
are not significant). Therefore, it was readily simple to set the values for
parameter thresholding.

Figure 3.9: Cerebellar synapse. (left) Slice of the pre-processed data. (right)
Segmented tomogram with the proposed method using SOMs for ridge clas-
sification. Color code: yellow – pre- and post-synaptic membranes; pink –
vesicles; green – mitochondrion membrane; violet – mitochondrion crista; red
– other membranous structures.

Cerebellar synapse

An electron tomogram of a cerebellar synapse (CCDB, ID: 3684) [95] was
tested. Figure 3.9 shows the resulting segmentation. In this particular exam-
ple, ridge classification was performed using SOMs composed of 20 neurons.
A user-guided post-processing stage to cluster the neurons was then applied,
as usual in the field [17], to end up with the 5 classes shown in Figure 3.9.
Note how well the pre- and post-synaptic membranes are extracted out based
on the ridge parameters, as highlighted in yellow.
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Mouse myocardium

A dataset from adult mouse myocardium imaged by electron tomography was
also taken from the CCDB (ID: 3603) [35]. It presented complex, densely
packed structures that proved to be difficult to be separated even by manual
delineation. The framework introduced here managed to segment the main
structures in the tomogram (Figure 3.10). Note that myosin fibres are well
extracted as they are considered planes at a local level. This is partially due
to one of the well-known artefacts introduced by electron tomography, which
is the blurring along the beam direction [20].

Figure 3.10: Mouse myocardium. (top-left) Slice of the pre-processed data.
(right) Segmented tomogram with the proposed method using SOMs for ridge
classification. (bottom-left) The area dashed in the right panel is shown at
a higher level of detail and overlying the density data.
Color code: violet – Z-bands; pink – myosin fibres; yellow – T-tubules, junc-
tional sarcoplasmic reticulum and neighbour mitochondria.
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Vaccinia virus

A tomogram of Vaccinia virus was used to test the robustness of the method
on datasets with low SNR and low contrast typically found in the modality
known as electron cryo-tomography [10]. The method succeeded in extracting
the membranes of the virion (outer and core’s). As shown in Figure 3.11, the
difference of the characteristics of those membranes in terms of asymmetries
and offset and sharpness is apparent, which was key for the segmentation.

Figure 3.11: Vaccinia virus. (left) Slice of the original cryo-tomogram. (right)
Segmentation with the ridge framework using SOM for ridge classification.
Color code: yellow – outer membrane; pink – membrane of the core; trans-
parent blue – lateral bodies.

Retina

The last example of application of this segmentation framework is a serial
blockface EM volume from mouse retina (CCDB, ID: 7742) [72]. SOMs
were used for ridge classification. Twenty neurons were initially used, which
were then clustered into seven groups to end up with the structures actually
segmented (Figure 3.12). The method succeeds in separating the different
major layers within the retina. As illustrated in the figure, the user-guided
post-processing stage is key to fuse clusters and yield the definite set of seven
classes. The need for this stage arises from the fact that a given structural
feature may be composed by ridges with different parameters (e.g. offset,
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thickness, etc.), as clearly happened with the cells at the Inner or at the
Outer Nuclear Layer (Figure 3.12, centre).

Figure 3.12: Mouse retina serial blockface EM. (a) Slice of the original data. (b) Ridge
classification (only the area boxed at left panel is presented) as comes directly from SOM
(i.e. 20 classes as shown in different colours and tones). (c) Segmentation after clustering
the neurons into 7 groups. (d) 3D view of the segmented volume with colour code: yellow
and red – cells at the Inner Nuclear Layer; pink – cells at the Outer Nuclear Layer; light
blue and light green – Outer Plexiform Layer; dark green – Inner Plexiform Layer; dark
blue – Inner segments.
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3.4 Concluding remarks
A new framework for segmentation of 3D EM datasets has been introduced.
The methodology relies on the detection of planar ridges and their charac-
terisation according to asymmetrical Gaussian model fitting. The wealth of
local information obtained this way is then exploited for ridge clustering and
the subsequent extension to the tomogram. The application to representa-
tive complex experimental datasets and the objective evaluation have shown
the good performance of the technique.

The quantitave assessment in terms of classification of membranes and
locally planar structures has been done based on a synthetic phantom, us-
ing two different levels of noise, and employing metrics already introduced
in previous chapters. The algorithm has proved to be highly specific and
sensitive to segment membranes. The results point out that the algorithm
is robust against the range of SNR levels tested here, as similar performance
figures have been obtained.

Three different methods for unsupervised classification/clustering have
been used: K-means, SOMs, and manual parameter thresholding. The ob-
jective analysis based on the phantom shows that, in general, they all provide
similar performance. This behaviour has also been observed when they were
applied to experimental datasets. This confirms the robustness of the local
characterisation and, hence, of the segmentation technique in general.

In terms of parameter setting, the method has turned out to be relatively
easy to make it work. It was observed that the most critical parameter is
the scale. It, however, can be readily tuned according to the thickness of the
membranes to look for. Concerning the other parameters of the algorithm,
it was observed that either their optimum tuning was not essential or that
the ranges provided here can be broadly applicable.

A comparison with TomoSegMem, the method described in the previous
chapter for membrane detection, has revealed that both techniques perform
similarly well in the detection of locally planar structures. This was expected,
as both techniques rely essentially on the same local detector. However,
the abilities for local characterisation and membrane classification of the
framework introduced in this chapter turn it into a superior technique. It thus
overcomes the limitations of TomoSegMem to discern different membranes
that are apposed, or connected in some way, to each other.



Chapter 4

Tensor Voting segmentation

TomoSegMem, a tool for membrane segmentation, has been analysed and
evaluated in Chapter 2. A procedure for classifying structures, which also
improves the segmentations obtained from TomoSegMem, has been investi-
gated in Chapter 3. In this chapter we propose another method for membrane
segmentation, particularly detection, which overcomes the limitations of the
previous procedures.

The methods proposed in Chapters 2 and 3 cannot deal properly with
gaps appearing in membranes (or areas with pretty low density or affected
by blurring due to a number of factors; this happens particularly often in
cryo-ET). Neither can they cope well with situations where there are struc-
tures apposed to the membrane . This is mainly due to the Hessian tensor-
based local detectors they rely on. Furthermore, those methods require the
tuning of several free parameters, which may complicate the segmentation
procedure.

In this chapter we propose a more effective local membrane detector that
succeeds in extracting the membrane with precision and has abilities to bridge
the gaps present in membranes. Also, it is effective to ignore structures ap-
posed to membranes. The new local detector broadcasts differential informa-
tion through the 3D space using the Tensor Voting algorithm. In this way,
the local detector gets the property of Tensor Voting of filling structural gaps
[69]. As a consequence, the robustness against structures apposed to mem-
branes and low SNR conditions is improved while keeping the number of free
parameters reduced.

The method for segmentation developed in this chapter was originally
designed for segmenting membranes. Nevertheless we also propose that by
replacing the second order differential information (Hessian tensor) by the
first order (Structure tensor) it can also be used to segment structures with
edge profile, such as some bacterial walls.

63
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Section 4.1 describes some additional differential tools that will be used
by the local detector proposed here. Secondly, in Section 4.2 the Tensor
Voting method is adapted for detecting surface-like structures and modified
to increase its efficiency. Once all the needed tools are described, in Section
4.3 we dissect the proposed membrane segmentation algorithm. Finally, using
the metrics defined in Section 1.6, a quantitative analysis of the performance
of the algorithm and a comparison against the segmentation (delineation)
tool developed in Chapters 2 are carried out. The algorithm is also tested,
and compared against manual segmentations using experimental tomograms.

4.1 Additional differential tools
In addition to the scale-space and Hessian tensor described in Chapter 2,
in this section two mathematical tools developed to better understand the
tomogram structure are analysed. These concepts include: (i) the Structure
Tensor (ST) as a local detector based on first order differential information
and suitable for analysing basic structures with edge profile, and (ii) the
curvature of iso-surfaces as a descriptor for improving the detection of locally
planar structures.

4.1.1 Structure tensor
Local structure in a multidimensional image can be characterised by means
of the so-called structure tensor (also known as second moment tensor). The
structure tensor of a tomogram f is a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix
given by

J(∇L) = ∇L · ∇LT =

 L2
x LxLy LxLz

LxLy L2
y LyLz

LxLz LyLz L2
z

 , (4.1)

where Li = ∂L
∂i
∀i ∈ (x, y, z) are the local derivatives of L. This tensor keeps

the scale-space properties because the derivatives Li are computed over the
scaled-spaced version L (see Equation (2.3)) of the original tomogram f . The
eigen analysis of the structure tensor allows the characterisation of the local
structural features of the image at a scale σ. The orthogonal eigenvectors,
~v1, ~v2 and ~v3, provide the preferred local orientations, and the corresponding
eigenvalues λ1, λ2 and λ3 (assume |λ1| ≥ |λ2| ≥ |λ3|) provide the average
contrast along these directions. The first eigenvector ~v1 represents the direc-
tion of the maximum variance, whereas ~v3 points to the direction with the
minimum variance. Likewise we did in Section 2.3.1 for the Hessian tensor,
but now based on its relative values, the three eigenvalues of the Structure
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tensor can be used to describe local structures as belonging to one of the fol-
lowing three classes: line-like, plane-like or isotropic structure as illustrated
in Figure 2.3.

In the Structure tensor, the local maximum of the largest eigenvalue (λ1)
corresponds to the inflection point of L for an edge profile while in the Hessian
tensor the local maximum of the largest eigenvalue (λ1 ≡ Lxx in Section 2.3.1)
corresponds to the maximum of L for a ridge profile (see Figure 4.1). That is,
the Structure tensor is suitable for detecting edge like structures. In Section
4.6.2 we show an example of how bacterial walls following this model can be
detected.

Figure 4.1: Structure profiles. (Left) Ridge profile in blue and the major Hes-
sian tensor eigenvalue (the absolute value has been represented and positive
values have been set to zero) in red, the dashed line marks the ridge point
where the major eigenvalue (Lxx in Figure 2.4) reaches its local maximum.
(Right) Edge profile (blue) and the major Structure tensor eigenvalue in red,
the dashed line marks the edge point where the major eigenvalue reaches its
local maximum. The values of the eigenvalues have been normalised to fit
profiles range.

4.1.2 Curvature of Iso-Surfaces
An iso-surface is an embedded surface in a scalar field (R3 in this case)
which connects points with the same density value. In this section we discuss
how the curvature of the iso-surfaces is a good descriptor for improving the
detection of structures locally plane. The eigenvalues of the Hessian tensor of
a tomogram at a scale-space σ, L, (λ1, λ2 and λ3) return valuable information
related to local curvatures, but these estimations are weighted by the local
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gradient [100]. Furthermore, in practice, the estimations provided by λ2
and λ3 are not reliable in ET due to the missing wedge (see Figure 4.2).
However, the estimation of the curvature of iso-surfaces can be improved
using the information contained in the eigenvectors of the Structure tensor.

To be able to calculate the curvature of iso-surfaces embedded in a to-
mogram, it is necessary to find a vector field with the normals N and the
direction of the principal tangents T1 and T2, and then to solve the prob-
lem of the discontinuities appearing in the vector field N . This procedure
involves two different scales: (i) the scale σ used for calculating the deriva-
tives of L and (ii) the scale σT used for smoothing the Structure tensor. The
scale σT allows suppression of noise without reducing signal contrast. From
here we will assume that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are obtained from
the Structure tensor, J(∇L) (Equation 4.1), of the tomogram scale-spaced
with σ, and after smoothing J(∇L) components at scale σT . In this work we
assume σ = σT . The eigenvector ~v1 of the structure tensor and the normal
to the iso-surface have the same direction, ~v1 ↔ N . Additionally, the others
two eigenvectors, ~v2 and ~v3, define the curvature main directions, ~v2 ↔ T1
and ~v3 ↔ T2. In a first approach the principal curvatures estimation, κ1 and
κ2, can be obtained as:

|κ1| = ||∇T1N || ↔ ||∇~v2~v1||, |κ2| = ||∇T2N || ↔ ||∇~v3~v1||. (4.2)

Notice that the eigenvectors of J(∇L), ~vi i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, (see Equation
4.1) contain information about direction and orientation. Nevertheless, the
orientation of ~v1 will be ignored here because it produces discontinuities in
the representation of the normals of the iso-surfaces. So, the computation of
the partial derivatives of a vectorial field requires a pre-processing stage. The
key idea consists of transforming ~v1 into a continuous representation through
a mapping, Q, subject to ||δ (Q(~v))|| = C ||δ (~v)||, being C a constant and δ a
difference operator. In [43], a mapping that accomplishes this constraint was
introduced, and in [84] the following equations for appropriately calculating
the iso-surface curvatures was proposed:

κ1 = 1√
2
||∇~v2Q(~v1)|| , κ2 = 1√

2 ||∇~v3Q(~v1)|| , (4.3)

where Q(~v1) = ~v1~vT1
||~v1|| . Let Qi,j denote the elements of the matrix Q(~v1) and xk

the axes of the cartesian coordinate system. Then the previous expressions
can be rewritten as:

κ1 = 1√
2

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣

3∑
k=1

∂Qi,j

∂xk
~vk2

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ , κ2 = 1√

2

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣

3∑
k=1

∂Qi,j

∂xk
~vk3

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ , (4.4)
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Figure 4.2: Iso-curvature in a tomogram. (a) 2D slice of a tomogram. (b)
Iso-curvature map according to Equation 4.5, the external membranes of
the synapse (white arrow in (a)) are detected but not the highly curved
membranes of the vesicles (yellow arrow in (a)). In practice, the estimations
of λ2, (c), and λ3, (d), from the Hessian tensor are not reliable.
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where || · || is the Fröbenius norm. In Equations 4.3 and 4.4, the absolute
value of the curvature is provided but [84] describes how to recover the sign.
Nevertheless, for the methods investigated in this work the sign of the cur-
vature is not necessary and we will take as an estimation of the curvature of
the iso-surface the following scalar descriptor (Gaussian curvature):

κs = |κ1 · κ2| . (4.5)

Figure 4.2 shows how the iso-surface curvature descriptor (Gausssian cur-
vature) is suitable for preserving the large membranes present in a tomogram
and simultaneously is able to suppress small structures surrounding the mem-
branes, e.g. vesicles. Thus, the use of the Gaussian curvature, as a membrane
descriptor, is only recommendable when slightly curved membranes, usually
external membranes, have to be separated from highly curved membranes,
organelles.

4.2 Tensor Voting
In Section 2.3.2 we have described the ability of the Hessian tensor to detect
membranes and planar structures by locally analysing the ridge profiles. In
Sections 2.4.2 and 3.3.2, Hessian tensor-based detectors have been success-
fully applied to ET and cryo-ET tomograms. In the previous section we have
also described the Structure tensor as a suitable tool for detecting structures
with edge profile. In both cases, Hessian tensor and Structure tensor, the
values of the scale σ should be adjusted to the membrane thickness and si-
multaneously, to obtain a robust behaviour in high noise environments, large
values of the scale are required. The reason of that comes from the isotropy
properties of the smoothing kernel (Gaussian). Moreover, the missing wedge
tends to enlarge line-like structures such as filaments, so the detectors based
on these tensors are prone to see them as if they were plane like structures.

To alleviate these problems, anisotropic diffusion schemes have been pro-
posed and used in tools for noise reduction [14, 21]. These approaches try
to preserve not only membranes but all kind of structures in the tomogram,
so they cannot be used as tools for membrane segmentation. Additionally,
anisotropic diffusion schemes require tuning several free parameters and are
iterative procedures. There exists an alternative scheme which has previ-
ously been used for processing this anisotropy characteristic in ridges and
edges: the Tensor Voting (TV). The original formulation of the Tensor Voting
scheme was defined in [66] but this method is still in a stage of development
[68, 98]. Compare to the anisotropic diffusion schemes, the Tensor Voting
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requires less free parameters to set up and here we develop a non-iterative
implementation.

In the next subsection, the original scheme of Tensor Voting is described
and adapted to deal with our problem. Nevertheless, for large datasets, this
implementation requires huge computational resources [69] so, it can only be
used for processing sparse datasets. Only the most relevant voxels in sparse
datasets are used in order to reduce the computations so, in this case it would
be necessary to define a measure for assigning the relevance and a criterium
for eliminating the less relevant voxels. By contrast, in dense datasets all
voxels are considered. In a second subsection, an efficient approximation is
elaborated to enhance membrane (surface- or plane-like) structures for dense
datasets.

4.2.1 Sparse mode
If we focus on surfaces, the principle of Tensor Voting is that image voxels
vote in their surrounding neighborhood to propagate information about the
presence of a surface passing through them [69]. At each voxel, votes are
cast and accumulated in a local neighbourhood. The basic idea behind this
process is that if a set of unconnected voxels exists on a geometric surface
oblivious of each other, then by voting each voxel develops a sense of direction
and affiliation.

There are three stages in the tensor voting process: initialise a tensor im-
age, cast and accumulate votes at each voxel, and extract membrane saliency
image. First, a tensor image T is constructed to represent the affiliation to a
geometric surface at each voxel and the corresponding direction of its surface-
normal. Each voxel is mathematically represented as a second-order tensor
encoding the magnitude as eigenvalues (λ′1, λ′2 and λ′3) and corresponding
eigenvectors (~v′1, ~v′2 and ~v′3). The tensor is symmetric and can be written
as:

T =
[
~v′1 ~v′2 ~v′3

] λ
′
1 0 0

0 λ′2 0
0 0 λ′3

 [~v′1 ~v′2 ~v′3
]T
. (4.6)

In Tensor Voting, it is interesting to separate the tensor information with
respect to the shape and relevance (saliency) properties. So, the following
decomposition can be used:

T = λ′1~v
′1~v′

T

1 + λ′2~v
′2~v′

T

2 + λ′3~v
′3~v′

T

3 =
(λ′1 − λ′2)~v′1~v′

T

1 + (λ′2 − λ′3)(~v′1~v′
T

1 + ~v′2~v′
T

2 ) + λ′3(~v′1~v′
T

1 + ~v′2~v′
T

2 + ~v′3~v′
T

3 ),
(4.7)
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where T is a tensor that can be computed as described in Section 4.1.1 (Struc-
ture tensor) or in Section 2.3.1 (Hessian tensor), or alternatively initialised
to 1 (isotropic unit) [98]. Additionally, the eigenvalues take their absolute
value because orientation is irrelevant, i.e. tensors u and −u provide the
same contribution. There are three possible geometric structures that can
pass through a voxel namely, isotropic, line and plane (surface), their rele-
vances are λ′3, (λ′2 − λ′3) and (λ′1 − λ′2), respectively. The term token will
be used to address the abstract object made up by a tensor and its position
in the tomogram. In the following we only consider the plane component,
(λ′1 − λ′2)~v′1~v′

T

1 , known as stick component in Tensor Voting literature, in
order to keep reduced the number of computations.

The Tensor Voting method is based on propagating information among
tokens. The theoretic development of Tensor Voting starts from a 2D model
where the tensor can be represented as a vector (stick component) [66, 98],
also called normal vector. The question to answer is: given a token in position
O = ~0 with normal vector ~n, and a second token in position P = (xp, yp, zp),
both belonging to the same perceptual structure, what information should
send token O to P?. In general, if there is no additional information, it is
assumed that the arc of the osculating circle that goes from O to P is the most
plausible path with constant curvature. The voting process is an operation
between a pair of points so, nothing suggests using continuous connections
with curvature variations.

As Figure 4.3 shows, the vote from O to P of a normal vector, ~n, is
another normal vector but in this case along the radius osculating circle in
P with centre C. In [98], this kind of vote is known as second order vote
which is suitable for characterising surfaces. The next question is to define
the vote magnitude, which should be a continuous function that depends on
proximity. In [98] this continuous function is called saliency decay function
and defined as:

DF (s, κ, σv) = e
−
(
s2+dκ2

c
σ2
v

)
, (4.8)

where s is the length of the arc that connect O and P , κc the curvature
of the osculating circle, d a constant that controls the decay with respect
to curvature1 and σv is the scale of analysis, which determines the effective
neighbourhood size. Note that σv is the only free parameter in the system.
The values for arc length and curvature are

s = rφ

sinφ, (4.9)

1In the results presented by [98] the range [35, 110] was used, however it was also noticed
that the results were highly insensitive to this parameter.
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Figure 4.3: Scheme of 2D model for Tensor Voting. In green, the normal
vector in O and in red the vote cast from O to P .

κc = 2 sinφ
r

. (4.10)

This model can be extrapolated from R2 to R3 if (~x′, ~y′) are a basis of
the plane P ⊂ R3 which contains O, P and ~n, then r =

√
x2
p + y2

p + z2
p is the

length of the segment OP and φ = arctan
(

zp√
x2
p+y2

p

)
. Figure 4.4 shows how

votes are cast through 3D space. The size of the effective neighbourhood is
taken as 3σv because DF (·) uses a Gaussian function. To sum up, in the
3D case, the vote ~c cast from O to P is the normal vector to the spherical

surface in P that contains O and P , so its direction is ~n =
[
cos(2φ)
sin(2φ)

]
and its

magnitude depends on DF (·). Dimensionality reduction in the model also
has impact in tensor degree

T2D = λ′1~v
′1~v′

T

1 + λ′2~v
′2~v′

T

2 , (4.11)

where T2D is now a 2× 2 matrix. At the beginning, the model just considers
that the vote ~c only contains the stick component, then ~v′1 = ~c and ~v′2 = ~0
so, the vectorial field generated by O is

V (r, φ, σv) = DF (s(r, φ), κ(r, φ), σv)
[
cos(2φ)
sin(2φ)

] [
cos(2φ) sin(2φ)

]
. (4.12)
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Figure 4.4: 3D votes generation for stick component [66].

Every token adds the contributions of the votes received from their neigh-
bours (sum of matrices) so, the surface passing through a token has a final
relevance given by the eigenvalue λ′1 and a normal vector given by the eigen-
vector ~v′1 of the accumulated tensor.

The problems associated to the implementation of the convolution be-
tween the tomogram and this tensorial field come from the directionality
and the unlimited frequency band of the tensorial field. The original imple-
mentation of Tensor Voting [66] and most of the subsequent versions and
applications use a sparse set of tokens, but even in these cases it is usual to
limit the size of input data in order to have a reasonable running time. In
this sparse scheme every token casts its vote to all neighbours, the concept of
neighbourhood (σv in Equation 4.8) lets considerably reduce the number of
votes to cast without deteriorating substantially the result. Although Tensor
Voting sparse implementations are parameter-free, they are computationally
expensive and do not scale well with large datasets. The computing require-
ments for receiving a vote from all neighbours, so as to estimate the value of
the final tensor of a token, makes unfeasible these implementations for work-
ing with dense ET datasets. A previous purging procedure could be done to
reduce significantly the number of tokens that will be processed, but this re-
quires additional parameters, partially discards some useful information and
consequently produces a loss of robustness. Therefore, for dense datasets, it
is desirable to design a new implementation of the Tensor Voting method,
which is elaborated in the next subsection.

4.2.2 Dense mode
According to the scheme analysed in the previous section, the direct imple-
mentation of the dense mode of Tensor Voting would translate the tensorial
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field in Equation 4.12 to every token position (now every voxel is a token)
and rotate it to follow its normal, ~n,

V θϕ(~x) = RθϕV (R−1
θϕ~x)R−1

θϕ , (4.13)

where Rθϕ is the 3D rotation matrix, θ and ϕ are respectively the azimuthal
and elevation angles of ~n, and ~x is the token position (voxel coordinates).
This procedure is applied to all tomogram voxels. In a first approximation
the rotation becomes a bottleneck. Nevertheless, discretising the rotation
space and saving a copy of every rotation in secondary memory (disk) may
help to partially avoid this drawback. Concerning the memory requirements
of this approach, they are about 12 · k3 · Nσv · Nθ · Nϕ bytes2, where k is
the size of the truncated field (related with scale σv), Nσv the scale range
[0,∞) discretisation, Nθ the azimuthal range [0, π] discretisation, and Nϕ

the elevation range [0, π2 ] discretisation. Therefore, the memory requirements
can be extremely large when a good precision is desired. Notice that even
pre-computing the rotations, the computational complexity of the problem
is O(k3 ·K3), where K is the tomogram size.

Due to symmetry characteristics, the directional kernel (Equation 4.12)
has only three scalar components. For 2D images, the most efficient imple-
mentation of a scalar directional kernel is based on steerable filters [32]. When
this kind of filter is implemented in the Fourier domain, its computational
complexity is reduced from O(k2 ·K2) to O(K2 · 2 log(K)). Later, in Algo-
rithm 2, it will be shown that for tomograms (3D images) we get a reduction
in the computational complexity from O(k3 ·K3) to O(3K3 · 2 log(K)), then
the scalability is considerably improved and we are now able to process real
ET tomograms in dense mode. A scalar steerable filter is decomposed in
a finite number of orthogonal functions, then the linear combination of the
convolution of these functions with the input data is equivalent to the convo-
lution of the original input data according to certain rotation. The benefits
of this technique come from controlling rotation with the parameters of the
linear combination, so the number of convolutions is reduced to the number
of functions in the decomposition, and rotations becomes point-to-point sums
and multiplications. Using steerable filter in Tensor Voting has an additional
advantage, the direction at every point is known, ~n, so it is not necessary to
go over the whole rotation range.

The first problem for the steerable implementation of Tensor Voting is
due to the fact that V , as given by Equation 4.12, is not band limited. In
[31], a new band-limited tensorial field is proposed with similar response in

2Using single precision float format (4 bytes).
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Tensor Voting for 2D images:

Ṽ (r, φ, σv) = 1
16e

−r2

2σ2
v cos4(φ)

[
cos(2φ)
sin(2φ)

] [
cos(2φ) sin(2φ)

]
. (4.14)

However, this field is not directly applicable to 3D. In [82], the authors try
to numerically approximate the field in (4.14) to 3D through an analysis of
the spherical harmonics tensors. This approximation has a complex defini-
tion requiring a large number of convolutions and keeping in memory many
processed copies of the original dataset when a high precision is required. So,
it is hard to achieve a good compromise between speed and memory usage.

Our approach takes the efficiency and simplicity of the implementation
proposed in [31] for 2D and extends it to 3D through its projection over
different planes. A hard extension would require to go over the whole 3D
space with 2D rotated planes at every point, but this approach turns infea-
sible. The original 2D implementation is able to enhance curves in planes,
but if the projected plane changes, the 2D implementation still returns a
high response in surfaces if this projected plane does not tend to become the
tangent plane of the surface. In the case of curves in 3D, the response is
only high when the normal of the projected plane tends to be orthonormal
to the tangent of the curve. In our case, we are only interested in highlight-
ing the surface (plane-like) structures against curves (line-like) and points
(isotropic), and this can be achieved if planes XY (Z axis), XZ (Y axis) and
YZ (X axis) are used, where x ∈ X, y ∈ Y and z ∈ Z are voxel coordinates.
The reasons for using this plane decomposition are:

• They correspond to the rectangular grid used by tomograms when they
are stored in the computer memory.

• The number of planes is small, 3 ·K, reducing the computational cost.

• Three orthonormal planes are processed for every voxel.

• At least two planes have a high response for voxels belonging to a
surface.

• The maximum number of planes with high response for voxels belonging
to a curve is one.

• No planes has a high response for voxels belonging to a point (or blob).

• Surface enhancement against other structures can be increased almost
arbitrarily (it also depends on the surface size) by iteratively repeating
the procedure. However, it is important to notice that application
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results (Section 4.6) presented in this work have only required one
iteration.

Algorithm 2 (SES3DTV) describes an implementation that extends Ten-
sor Voting based on steerable filters in 2D to surface structures detection in
3D and Figure 4.5 shows how this algorithm generates similar or even better
results, in terms of surface enhancement against curves and blobs, than the
original 3D Tensor Voting for the stick component.

Algorithm 2 SES3DTV: Surface enhancement with steerable 3D TV
Require: 3D tomogram, Ti, iterations, j, missing wedge semi-angle ω.
Ensure: 3D tomogram, To, with surfaces enhanced.
1: To ← zeros(size(Ti));
2: for j do
3: for axis l ∈ {X, Y, Z} do
4: for all coordinate k axis l do
5: I ← Ti(l, k);
6: S ← steerable2DTV(I,ω); . I and S are 2D images
7: To(l, k)← To(l, k) + S;
8: end for
9: end for
10: end for

Procedure “steerable2DTV” (Line 6, Algorithm 2) applies the 2D version
of dense Tensor Voting to an image I according to the steerable scheme that
is described next. The key aspect used in [31] to make steerable the vector
field in Equation 4.14 consists in expressing it as the tuple:

 Ṽ
α

0 (x, y)
Ṽ α

2 (x, y)
Ṽ α
−2(x, y)

 = CαW (x, y), (4.15)

where Cα is a matrix that contains the linear coefficients (α: rotation angle
in 2D) of the rotation, and W is the rotation invariant basis filters. In this
section i represents the imaginary unit.

Cα =

 0 0 e4iα 4e2iα 6 4e−2iα e−4iα 0 0
e6iα 4e4iα 6e2iα 4 e−2iα 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 e2iα 4 6e−2iα 4e−4iα e−6iα

 ,
(4.16)
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Figure 4.5: Tensor Voting for surface enhancement. (a) 2D Section of the
original tomogram, the yellow arrow points to a surface structure (mem-
brane), red arrow to curve structure (filament). (b) Saliency of the stick
component of the original Tensor Voting (c = 55). (c) Algorithm 2 one iter-
ation (j = 1). (d) Algorithm 2 three iterations (j = 3), the membranes are
enhanced even in low contrast regions and non-surface shaped structures are
suppressed. For all the cases, σv = 5.

W =



w−8(x, y)
w−6(x, y)

...
w6(x, y)
w8(x, y)

 . (4.17)

The coefficients of Cα are combined with a second order tensor A that
can be written as a positive semidefinite symmetric 2×2 matrix. This tensor
recover the information of saliency, λI , and the rotation angle (information
of the direction), α, at every pixel in the image I, and depending on the
profile of the structure (ridge or edge) to enhance, the Hessian tensor or the
Structure tensor will be used. Then we have that

A =
[
axx axy
axy ayy

]
, (4.18)

where axx, axy and ayy are the components of the tensor. Therefore, λI
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corresponds with the difference between the eigenvalues of A and α is the
angle of the major eigenvector:

λI(A) =
√

tr(A)2 − det(A), (4.19)

α(A) = 1
2 arg (axx − ayy + 2iaxy) . (4.20)

Then every combination with the original image is tabulated by mc =
{0, 2, 4, 6} (see (4.16)), being

cmc(x, y) = λI(A(x, y))e−imcα(A(x,y)). (4.21)
Additionally, the basis filters are defined in Cartesian coordinates as

wmw(x, y) = e−
x2+y2

2σ2

(
x+ iy√
x2 + y2

)mw
, for (x, y) 6= (0, 0), (4.22)

and taking into account that w−mw = wmw , these filters can be tabulated as
mw = {0, 2, 4, 6, 8} (see (4.17)). Here, w means the complex conjugate of w.
Now the steerable filtering of image I for the third component of the tuple
in Equation 4.15 can be calculated as
U−2(x, y) = |(w0 ∗ c2) + 4(w2 ∗ c0) + 6(w4 ∗ c2) + 4(w6 ∗ c4) + (w8 ∗ c6)| .

(4.23)
where ∗ represent the convolution operator.

Notice that it is not necessary to calculate the rest of components in the
tuple because U2 = U−2, and in this work we are only interested in the output
saliency, λO =

√
U2U−2 = |U2| = |U−2|. So, finally, just five convolutions are

needed to enhance the curve shaped structures in a plane using dense Tensor
Voting. In [31], a complete theoretical discussion can be found.

To alleviate the missing wedge distortion, the saliency values, λI , are set
to zero for pixels in planes XZ and YZ with an angle α ≤ π

2 − ω (XY planes
do not suffer of missing wedge).

The main advantages of SES3DTV compared to the original sparse ver-
sion of Tensor Voting are: (i) its computational complexity is quite lower;
(ii) it does not need a preprocessing purging stage, which means that the
algorithm can exploit all the information contained in the tomogram; (iii) its
scalability against tomogram size. An important aspect to consider is that
in this thesis we have always used one iteration (j = 1) so, SES3DTV has
just one input free parameter.

Figure 4.6 shows that the surface enhancement with steerable 3D Tensor
Voting (SES3DTV) is an appropriate method for detecting membranes, even
for tomograms with a very poor signal to noise ratio as for example SNR =
0.2, which is a feasible value in cryo-ET. A quantitative validation is available
in Section 4.6.1.
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Figure 4.6: (a) 2D slice of our synthetic tomogram (see Section 1.6) with
SNR = 0.2. (b) Output of Algorithm 2 (SES3DTV) with membranous struc-
tures enhanced.

4.3 Tensor Voting-based membrane detection
(TomoSegMemTV)

In this section a filter to detect ridge points (or edge points) in tomograms,
and that rely on the previously defined techniques, is devised. As sketched in
Figure 1.6, it relies on a new local detector, which is based on Tensor Voting,
followed by a thresholding operation and a final global analysis. The local
filter assigns to every ridge point a value related with the probability of being
a membrane. This method only delineates the centreline of the structure
so, no information about membrane thickness is extracted. However, the
thickness can be modelled by a later morphological growing operation.

4.3.1 Local detector based on Tensor Voting

The algorithm for the local detection of planar structures proposed in this
section is schematically described by Algorithm 4 (MDBTV). It is basically
supported on the following procedures (i) the algorithm for surface enhance-
ment (Algorithm 2, SES3DTV) based on the Tensor Voting concept, (ii) a
local surface detector (Algorithm 3, LSD), and (iii) the ridge detector NMS.
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The generic procedure for locally detecting centreline structures (sur-
faces), summarised in Algorithm 3 (LSD), basically consists of the execution
of three steps: “local_tensor”,“NMS” and “plane_descriptor”. It only has a
free parameter (smoothing scale, σ) and operates on a 3D tomogram T . The
output is a 3D array P indicating the probability of each voxel x to belong
to a surface structure. The “local_tensor” step consists of applying the Hes-
sian tensor or the Structure tensor to the input tomogram. If “local_tensor”
in LSD uses the Hessian tensor then ridge points will be detected, in case
the Structure tensor is applied then edge points are detected. The output
of the NMS procedure, the non-maximum suppression criterion (see Section
3.1.2 (Equation 3.5)) with tM = 0.03, provides a binary tomogram (mask)
indicating whether a voxel is part of a plane structure or not.

Algorithm 3 LSD: Local surface detector
Require: 3D tomogram, T, smoothing scale, σ
Ensure: 3D tomogram, P, ridge centrelines with membrane likelihood value.
1: A := local_tensor(T,σ); . Involve local derivatives
2: S := NMS(T, 0.03); . Centreline points detection
3: P := plane_descriptor(A,S); . Local planes enhancement

Procedure “plane_descriptor” in LSD generates a probability map imple-
mented by the next mathematical expression:

P (x) =
{
Ps(x) · Pp(x) · Pκ(x), ∀x ∈ S
0, otherwise , (4.24)

being

Ps(x) = 1− e−λ1(x)/λ̂1 Pp(x) = 1− e−p(x)/p̂ Pκ(x) = e−κs(x)/κ̂s , (4.25)

where x = (x, y, z) are voxel coordinates, S is a mask so as to ensure that
computations are only applied to ridge or edge points (non-maximum sup-
pression output), and ·̂ is the arithmetic mean of the samples in S domain.
p is the descriptor that measures how planar a structure is according to the
tensor eigenvalues:

p = 1− |λ1|
|λ2|

, (4.26)

and κs is the iso-surface curvature descriptor (Gaussian curvature, Equation
4.5). Function Ps enhances points with high saliency, Pp those with plane
structure and Pκ slightly curved iso-surfaces. The last factor is optional (see
Section 4.1.2) and can be discarded if membranes of small organelles must
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be segmented. For normalising the output to the range [0,1] and equalising
factors Ps,p,κ contribution to P , exponential functions are used. They have
previously been used; e.g., in [29] are used for vessel detection in MRI and
in [69] for detecting cell’s membranes. Here the weight of the factors is
automatically controlled through their mean in S. Figure 4.7 shows how
the descriptors used in LSD for ridge points work in a collaborative way.
Previously, a dense Tensor Voting step, as described in Section 4.2.2, was
applied to input data in order to increase robustness. The descriptor P
gives an output close to final segmentation, but problems may appear if we
directly threshold P because it potentially generates holes in those membrane
regions with lowest P (see white arrows in Figure 4.7). At this point a Tensor
Voting (SES3DTV) is incorporated, firstly, before LSD in order to enhance
the surfaces, which facilitates to LSD obtaining more robust results, and
after LSD so as to fill structural gaps.

Algorithm 4 (MDBTV) describes a robust tool for detecting centreline
membranes (or edge points by using the Structure tensor in SES3DTV and
LSD).

Algorithm 4 MDBTV: Membrane detection based on Tensor Voting
Require: 3D tomogram, Ti, membrane thickness, σ, TV scale, σv, missing

wedge semiangle, ω.
Ensure: 3D tomogram, F, ridges with membrane likelihood value, normal

vectorial field, N.
1: F← SES3DTV( Ti, σv, σ, ω ); . Surface enhancement
2: F← LSD( F, 0.5 ); . Algorithm 3
3: F← scale_space( F, 0.5 ); . Densification
4: F← SES3DTV( F, σv, σ, ω ); . Fill gaps
5: [S,N]← getsaliency( F ); . Major eigenvalues of HT and normals
6: F← NMS( F, 0.03 ); . Ridges detection
7: F← F · S . Associate eigenvalues to ridges

In Algorithm 4, the scale space applied after LSD densifies its output in
order that SES3DTV can process it. The smoothing scale of LSD is set to
0.5 for filtering out the spurious high frequencies generated by SES3DTV.
On the other hand, procedure “getsaliency” returns the absolute value of
the largest eigenvalue of Hessian tensor (λ1), and also its eigenvector (~v1).
Finally, ’·’ in Line 7 represents a point to point matrix multiplication.

Figure 4.8.a shows that the output of MDBTV is more robust than that
from P (Figure 4.7.d) in the sense that the difference of the membrane with
regard to other points is higher. A simple thresholding operation could then
work on the output of the MDBTV algorithm to yield the membrane cen-
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Figure 4.7: Local plane descriptors. (a) Ps. (b) Pp. (c) Pκ. (d) P . The
original slice is in Figure 4.2. White arrows show potential holes created
after thresholding.
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Figure 4.8: Membrane detection with MDBTV and comparison with tem-
plate matching. (a) Output given by MDBTV. Notice that this output is
more robust than P (Figure 4.7.d). (b-d) Comparison of MDBTV (d) with
membrane segmentation by thresholding the output of template matching:
oversegmentation (b) and undersegmentation (c). No optimum threshold was
found for template matching.

trelines. As shown in Figure 4.8.b-d, this turns out to be an important
advantage compared to one of the standard algorithms in the field: template
matching. There, rotated versions of an optimum template for membranes
are sought for in the tomogram by means of cross-correlation based proce-
dures (e.g. [85]). The resulting cross-correlation map is then thresholded
to obtain the final segmentation. However, template-matching tends to pro-
duce numerous spurious correlation peaks, which limits the performance of
the thresholding operation. As a consequence, it is extremely difficult to find
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out an optimum threshold. Furthermore, template matching is less flexible
than techniques based on differential geometry to adapt to membrane curva-
ture. Also template matching may be computationally inefficient compared
with differential geometry based tools.

Notice that the tool presented here is able to segment membranes (centre-
line), or even structures with an edge profile, using only two free parameters;
the value of the threshold, tb, for binarising the output of MDBTV and σv,
related with SNR and contrast. The lower SNR or contrast is, the higher σv
should be. The other parameters are calculated from tomogram properties,
σ from resolution and ω from the maximum tilt angle used during the image
acquisition.

4.3.2 Global analysis
The robustness of MDBTV enables rejection of spurious structures by a
simple standard thresholding procedure. As in the case of TomoSegMem, a
volume analysis classifies membranes according to their size so, the volume
threshold tv allows the user to separate the membranes of interest according
to their size. The values of the parameters are now easily understandable
and adjustable by the user. The generic procedure, TomoSegMemTV, for
segmenting membranes in ET can be summarised as:

1. MDBTV for centreline membrane detection (σv).

2. Binarisation through standard thresholding (tb).

3. Volume analysis (tv) (see Section 2.3.4).

4.4 Volume filling
So far, we have focused on the delineation of plane-like structures (edges,
membranes). However, often it is also required to fill up the region placed at
one of the sides. Here, we analyse a method for determining which points in
a tomogram belong to the interior region encompassed by a membrane. The
starting point of this procedure is the information provided by TomoSeg-
MemTV.

The first step of this procedure consists of determining the orientation of
the surface that holds the membrane. This is very useful because membranes
usually enclose cells or organelles so, by filling the interior side, their volumes
can also be segmented from the previous membrane segmentation.
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Figure 4.9: Volume filling. (Left) Scheme in 2D for membrane normals ori-
entation, final orientation for pm is ~npm (instead −~npm) because γ1 < γ2.
After the initial orientation of pm is spread through FFSurf along the whole
membrane, VFill can determine that g belongs to membrane inside region
because γ3 < π. (Right) Membrane oriented with OSurf (red) and its inside
part in violet filled with VFill.

Algorithm 5 OSurf: Orient the normals of a surface
Require: Binary tomogram with the segmented membrane (surface), B, unoriented nor-

mals to the membrane, N, a point from the interior region, p.
Ensure: O, oriented normals to the membrane interior.
1: Get pm, the closest point in the membrane to p, and its normal ~npm

2: ~vp = p− pm
3: γ1 = |arccos(~npm , ~vp)|
4: γ2 = |arccos(−~npm , ~vp)|
5: if γ2 < γ1 then
6: ~npm

← −~npm

7: end if
8: O← FFSurf( B, N, pm, ~npm )

Filling up the interior region of a surface (membrane) requires to have
information about the orientation at every point of the centreline membrane.
Nevertheless, the output of MDBTV contains information of the normals (di-
rection) to the membrane but not about their orientation. What we know
is that the normals that MDBTV estimates from local information are ran-
domly oriented. Therefore, at this point, some additional information should
be incorporated in order to determine the region inside (or outside) the mem-
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brane. In this case, the procedure simply consists in pointing (click) one
voxel, p, indicating the inside region. The entries for Algorithm 5 (OSurf)
are the segmented membrane and its normals, and p. The algorithm finds
the closest membrane point (pm) through the distance transform, then the
vector ~vp joining these points is calculated (see Figure 4.9.left).

Algorithm 6 FFSurf: spread the orientation along a surface
Require: Binary tomogram with the segmented membrane (surface), B, unoriented nor-

mals to the membrane, N, initial point in membrane, pm, initial interior oriented
vector at pm, ~npm

.
Ensure: Oriented normals to the membrane interior, O.
1: Set Q to the empty queue.
2: Add {pm, ~npm

} to the end of Q.
3: while Q is not empty do
4: Set {h, ~n} to the last element of Q.
5: Remove the last element from Q.
6: if B(h) = 1 then
7: B(h)← 0
8: for hj ← 26-neighbours of voxel h do
9: if B(hj) = 1 then
10: γ1 = |arccos(~n, ~nj)|
11: γ2 = |arccos(−~n, ~nj)|
12: if γ2 < γ1 then
13: if γ2 <

π
4 then

14: Add {hj ,−~nj} to the end of Q.
15: end if
16: else
17: if γ2 <

π
4 then

18: Add {hj , ~nj} to the end of Q.
19: end if
20: end if
21: end if
22: end for
23: end if
24: end while

The next step is to measure the angles between ~vp and the two possible
orientations for pm normal, ~npm and −~npm , so the final orientation in pm will
correspond with the smallest angle. This initial orientation is propagated
along the membrane surface using Algorithm 6 (FFSurf), based on the flood
and fill strategy, so when a new membrane point is added to the algorithm
queue, its orientation, ~n or −~n, corresponds with the smallest angle with
respect to the neighbour previously analysed. This simple algorithm is able
to propagate orientation in the whole membrane when its surface is smooth.
However, there can be more complex cases where voxel orientations may
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depend on the propagation direction of the algorithm. These cases would
require a more sophisticated scheme.

If a surface is oriented, it is possible to fill up the most of its interior
region; for example in a cell the interior region corresponds to its cytoplasm.
A simple scheme for doing that is to get a vector, ~vg, from every voxel g in
the tomogram, to the closest membrane point gm, and then measuring the
angle between ~vg and ~ngm , the normal of gm. If this angle is less than π then
the voxel g is classified as inside to membrane otherwise it belongs to outside
(see Figure 4.9.left). This procedure is summarised in Algorithm 7 (VFill).

Algorithm 7 VFill: Interior Volume filling in a oriented surface
Require: Binary tomogram with the segmented membrane (surface), B, oriented normals

to the membrane, N.
Ensure: Surface interior volume filled, V.
1: zeros( V )
2: for g ← every coordinate of tomogram B do
3: Get, gm, the closest point in the membrane to g and its normal ~ngm

4: vg = g − gm
5: γ = |arccos(~vg, ~ngm

)|
6: if γ < π then
7: V(g) = 1
8: end if
9: end for

4.5 Structural analysis of synapses
A generic procedure for segmenting membranes and filling the interior vol-
ume enclosed by a membrane, applicable to all kind of datasets, has been
developed. Nevertheless, in most of cases the complete analysis of tomo-
grams involves additional specific processing. In this chapter, we pay special
attention to cryo-tomograms with neuronal synapses, whose their results are
shown in Section 4.6.2. This is because the development of the methods de-
scribed in this chapter has been done in close collaboration with the group of
Dr. V. Lucic at the Department of Structural Biology of Max-Planck Insti-
tute for Biochemistry, whose research focuses on the analysis of the molecular
architecture of synaptic complexes. Actually, some of the improvements in
the methods studied here have been motivated in part by their particular
needs to extract information from those tomograms. Specifically, the mul-
tiple structures attached to the membranes and the structural gaps along
the membranes due to the low SNR and contrast under cryo-ET conditions
constitute a challenge for TomoSegMem (i.e. see Chapter 2) to extract the
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membranes perfectly. For those reasons, in this section we briefly describe
the structural components in those neuronal samples and the segmentation
processing that is required. This description is expected to be useful to better
understand the results presented in the next section.

Figure 4.10: (a) Pre- and post-synaptic membranes segmented with the
generic procedure. The AZ is highlighted in red. The marked point indi-
cates the interior region of the pre-synaptic membrane. (b) Pre-synaptic
cytoplasm (blue) segmented after orienting the membrane. (c) PSR (cyan)
and the vesicles contained in this region (yellow). The vesicles that do not
follow the model are rejected. (d) Segmentation of connectors (red, and
boxed in dashed rectangle) and tethers (blue, and boxed in solid rectangle)
with the software developed at Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry from
the previous segmentation of vesicles (yellow) and pre-synaptic membrane in
the AZ (grey) [25].

A neuronal synapse is the place where neurons send a signal to one an-
other. The site where the neurotransmitters are released is known as Active
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Zone (AZ), which is characterised for having the membrane of the sender
and receiver neurons face to face and separated by a distinctive distance.
The membranes of the sender and receiver neurons in the synapse are called
pre-synaptic and post-synaptic membranes, respectively. The region interior
to pre-synaptic membrane and close to the AZ which contains the mecha-
nism for transmission is known as pre-synaptic region (PSR). The mechanism
for transmission comprises the vesicles with the neurotransmitters, the con-
nectors (vesicle-vesicle links) and the tethers (vesicle-membrane links). The
vesicles with the neurotransmitters have the shape of spherical shells with a
specific range of valid radii.

The analysis of these tomograms begins with the detection of the mem-
brane of the AZ in the PSR. The generic procedure for detecting membranes
segments all membranes in a tomogram so, also the membranes of the AZ
in the pre- and post-synaptic regions. Taking into account that MDBTV
returns the normals to the membranes then, the shortest distance between
two membranes at every point can be measured. Therefore the membranes
of the AZ can be labeled thanks to their distinctive distance and high vol-
ume (Figure 4.10.a). By clicking in PSR the algorithm OSurf can orient the
pre-synaptic membrane and then FFSurf is able to completely fill the interior
region of the pre-synaptic membrane (Figure 4.10.b). The distance transform
lets measure the closest distance of the voxels in the pre-synaptic cytoplasm
to the pre-synaptic membrane in the AZ (Figure 4.10.c), the value of this
distance is set by the user. Synaptic vesicles follow the model of a spherical
shell deformed by missing wedge distortion (Figure 4.11), so they can be
detected by template matching techniques [74] (Figure 4.10.c-d). The group
of Dr. V. Lucic at Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry has developed a
set of tools for segmenting connectors and tethers from previously segmented
membranes and vesicles (Figure 4.10.d). Finally, segmentation information
is analysed in order to measure statistical descriptors that allow evaluating
some synaptic mechanisms [24, 25].

The specific procedure for analysing the synaptic structures from the
previously segmented membranes can be summarised as:

1. Detection of AZ membranes.

2. Pre-synaptic membrane orientation.

3. Pre-synaptic cytoplasm filling.

4. Segmentation of the region close to AZ pre-synaptic membrane or PSR.

5. Detect vesicles and their radii in the PSR.
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6. Segmentation of connectors and tethers.

7. Statistical analysis of the segmented structures.

Figure 4.11: (Left) Model for a vesicle with a radius of 10 voxels and a
thickness of 2 voxels without taking into account the missing wedge. (Right)
The model used after taking into account a missing wedge with ω = 60o.

4.6 Validation and experimental results
In order to validate the performance and the improvements of the segmen-
tation method proposed in this chapter, TomoSegMemTV, a quantitative
analysis has been carried out. This quantitave analysis is described in the
next section, where we first prove that the efficient and scalable dense mode
of the Tensor Voting proposed in Section 4.2.2 generates results similar to
those generated by the standard implementation of the sparse mode of Ten-
sor Voting described in [69]. Additionally, the validation of TomoSegMemTV
has been carried out through a comparative study with TomoSegMem us-
ing the synthetic phantom in Figure 1.5. These experiments have shown
that TomoSegMemTV is more robust than TomoSegMem against noise and
structures apposed to membranes. The validation process ends with a set
of experiments where real tomograms have been segmented with Tomoseg-
MemTV and numerically compared to manual segmentations. By contrast,
Section 4.6.2 shows some experiments where TomoSemMemTV has been used
for studies in Structural Biology that require to deal with tomograms under
extremely low contrast conditions.
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4.6.1 Validation
In this chapter we have analysed a method for membrane segmentation that
includes a local detector based on Tensor Voting. In Section 4.2.2, an effi-
cient and scalable method for applying Tensor Voting to dense 3D datasets
was presented (SES3DTV). So, the first step of our experimental valida-
tion consists of testing whether our proposal and the original versions of
Tensor Voting returns similar results. The original implementation of Ten-
sor Voting has been taken from [69], where it was investigated and used as
the membrane enhancement stage of a tool for segmenting cells (ACME).
In [69], the proposal was evaluated using a set of ten synthetic tomograms
which contain cells with different morphologies and different noise condi-
tions. Both, the original implementation of the Tensor Voting method and
ACME (segmentation tool), as well as the tomograms are public domain
(https://github.com/krm15/ACME). In our validation we have used ACME
as the segmentation tool, using the original membrane enhancement stage
and SES3DTV. The segmentations resulting from both versions have been
compared in terms of the metric PR, defined in Section 1.6. PR provides a
measurement of the overlapping between two segmentations, which is consid-
ered a measurement of similarity. Table 4.1 summarises the numerical results
of this experimental comparison for the set of ten synthetic tomograms. It
clearly shows that for all datasets both segmentations are quite similar so,
the dense implementation of Tensor Voting (SES3DTV) investigated in this
thesis is an efficient and feasible alternative to the original (sparse) version
of Tensor Voting.

Table 4.1: Segmentation overlapping of synthetic tomograms in [69] using
the original sparse and the steerable dense Tensor Voting (SES3DTV) im-
plementations.

Data 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
PR (%) 96.63 95.46 94.68 93.98 93.57 93.36 93.11 92.88 93.01 92.89

The next step of our experimental evaluation consists of the validation of
the complete generic membrane segmentation tool presented in this chapter,
TomoSegMemTV, for segmenting generic membranes. To test the perfor-
mance, the synthetic phantom (see Section 1.6) contaminated with three
different levels of noise has been used as the input tomogram and the out-
puts given by TomoSegMemTV, setting σv = 7, have been compared to
those given by TomoSegMem (Chapter 2). Taking into account that the out-

https://github.com/krm15/ACME
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puts of TomoSegMemTV are ridge points they were grown three voxels so
as to obtain a volume segmentation. The resulting segmentations have been
evaluated using the metrics defined in Section 1.6. Table 4.2 provides the
numerical results of TPF, TNF and Shape for the synthetic phantom with
SNR= 0.2, 1 and 6, where globally it is clear that TomoSegMemTV gives
better results in almost all the cases. In Table 4.2 Global denotes that all
segmented structures are treated as a whole, i.e. as belonging to only one
class. Even under very poor SNR conditions, 0.2, where TomoSegMem does
not perform very well (TPF lower than 80%), TomoSegMemTV still provides
very good values for all metrics, particularly TPF. The improvement is es-
pecially important in the case of the vesicle because TV keeps segmentation
robustness when membranes have high density non-membranous structures
attached to them. Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the output of TomoSegMemTV
for the synthetic phantom under different noise conditions (SNR = 0.2 and
SNR = 6). It is clearly shown that the delineation is almost perfect for all
the structures and noise conditions even for the case with SNR = 0.2. The
delineation of the vesicle membrane for TomoSegMemTV when SNR = 0.2 is
even clearer than that obtained with TomoSegMem under SNR = 6 (Figure
4.13.left). The price to pay for having a more robust segmentation against
structures attached to membranes is the loss of the cristae junctions.

Table 4.2: Quantitative analysis based on synthetic phantom (%).
SNR = 0.2 SNR = 1 SNR = 6

Class TPF TNF Shape TPF TNF Shape TPF TNF Shape
TomoSegMem
Myelin 70.73 98.61 91.38 95.54 99.85 99.13 97.50 99.99 99.27
Mito. 77.39 99.25 97.37 85.03 98.93 96.87 86.79 99.78 98.79

Vesicle 51.10 99.57 94.20 71.28 99.46 93.80 70.68 99.44 94.04
Global 72.53 96.66 94.20 91.33 98.01 97.15 93.12 99.09 98.16
TomoSegMemTV
Myelin 100.00 95.81 98.41 100.00 95.83 98.63 100.00 95.84 99.69
Mito. 95.97 99.10 98.32 98.29 99.12 98.48 97.10 99.15 98.52

Vesicle 88.87 99.76 96.77 87.44 99.76 96.87 87.19 99.76 97.31
Global 97.72 94.32 98.00 98.34 94.36 98.17 97.98 94.40 98.75

The performance of the segmentation tools have also been compared to
some manual segmentations done by human experts, which were used as
ground truth. In order to prove the generic applicability of the segmenta-
tion tools (both the segmentation method and the stage of post-processing
specifically designed for some synaptic structures), several tomograms from
different experimental systems and obtained by cryo-ET [25] have been used:
synaptosomes (two tomograms), hippocampal slice cultures (two tomograms)
and primary neuronal cultures (one tomogram). In the cases of the two
synaptosomes, the structures were segmented as described in Section 4.5. In
addition, a mitochondrion was also segmented in one of the synaptosome
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Figure 4.12: TomoSegMemTV segmentation of the phantom tomogram at
SNR = 0.2.; ridge points (Left), grown three voxels (Right). The segmenta-
tion is clearer than that obtained with TomoSegMem under SNR = 6, which
is shown in Figure 4.13(left).

Figure 4.13: Segmentation of the phantom tomogram at SNR = 6.; To-
moSegMem (Left) and TomoSegMemTV (Right).

tomograms. In the case of the Hippocampal slice tomograms, in one dataset
we segmented a Multivesicular Body (MB) whereas an Endoplasmic Reticu-
lum (ER) in the other. In the case of the primary culture, we segmented the
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synaptic external membranes. In the cases of the mitochondrion, MB and
ER, which are closed structures, we filled up their interior regions with the
Volume filling procedure (Section 4.3.2) and we used these regions, instead
of the membrane delineation, for the validation. The vesicles, represented as
a set of spheres, are treated as a whole and then its volume is used for the
validation. Table 4.3 summarises the experimental results for the TPF, TNF
and Shape metrics. The table shows how the values of TPF (sensitivity) are
not extremely good. They are almost always below 90%. In this case, the
differences between the TomoSegMemTV algorithm and manual segmenta-
tions do not necessarily mean that errors are due to the TomoSegMemTV
algorithm. On the contrary, the algorithm generally outperforms manual seg-
mentations (as demonstrated in the following section) because the algorithm
returns unbiased and more precise results from input numeric parameters
such as membrane distance at the Active Zone.

Table 4.3: Comparative TomoSegMemTV and Manual segmentations (%).
Structure TPF TNF Shape Structure TPF TNF Shape
Synaptosomes Primary Cultures
AZa (1) 78.00 99.96 93.87 Ext. memb.a 84.13 94.45 94.67
AZa (2) 74.76 99.96 91.06
Vesiclesb (1) 74.98 99.45 96.06 Hippocampal Slices
Vesiclesb (2) 89.59 99.62 93.84 MBb 78.00 99.96 95.50
PSRb (1) 99.86 93.61 94.37 ERb 89.44 97.44 94.91
Mito.b (1) 85.22 99.21 96.50
a Centrelines detected in membranous structures were dilated until reaching
the thickness set by manual segmentation.
b These structures are considered as the region inside of the oriented membrane
that enclose them.

4.6.2 Experimental results
In this section, we illustrate the performance of TomoSegMemTV on a num-
ber of experimental tomograms from different structural studies by electron
tomography.

Neuronal synapses

As mentioned in Section 4.5, we pay special attention to tomograms from
neuronal synapses because the procedures described in this chapter were
developed in collaboration with Dr. V. Lucic at Max-Planck Institute for
Biochemistry [24].
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Figure 4.14: Segmentation of synapse tomograms. (a) Synaptosome with AZ (red) and
pre-synaptic (green) membranes, PSR (cyan), the rest pre-synaptic cytoplasm (blue), mi-
tochondrion interior region (violet) and vesicles (yellow). (b) AZ delineation comparison;
algorithm (red) and manual (blue), the arrow points an error in manual segmentation.
(c) Manual and (d) algorithm segmentation of a small region of an ER structure. In this
case manual segmentation (based on supervised and retouched thresholding) is more prone
to present errors than the algorithm. (e) Membranes in tomograms often present holes,
or appear blurred. Most of these situations can be amended by Tensor Voting steps (f).
(g-i) are 3D views of the segmentations done by the algorithm; AZ (red), pre-synaptic
membrane (blue) and vesicles (yellow). (j) 3D segmentation of connectors (red) and a
tether (blue); membrane shown in grey [25]. (k) 2D slice with a tether (yellow arrow) and
other macromolecular complexes adhered to membranes, TomoSegMemTV is able to reject
these structures to extract only the membrane. (l) Multivesicular body in a hippocampal
tomogram. (m) Synaptic membranes segmented in a culture tomogram.
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TomoSegMemTV has been thoroughly tested on such synapse tomograms
coming from different experimental systems: synaptosomes, hippocampal
slice cultures and primary neuronal cultures. In all cases, cryo-ET was used,
which means that the tomograms present very low SNR and contrast, and
turn to be challenging for the task of automated segmentation. The proce-
dure actually used for the segmentation has been described in Section 4.5.
Figure 4.14 summarises the results obtained and shows that the methods
presented here facilitate the analysis of synaptic structures. The availabil-
ity of manual segmentations [25] have enabled quantitative comparison, as
presented and discussed in Section 4.6.1 (Table 4.3). Note that the multiple
vesicles and macromolecular complexes attached to the membranes posed a
significant challenge for TomoSegMem (i.e. the previous method described
in Chapter 2) to perfectly delineate only the membranes. Similarly, the gaps
that appear along the membranes due to a number of factors, such as low
SNR and contrast, limit the performance of TomoSegMem. However, To-
moSegMemTV deals with these situations successfully, as shown in Figure
4.14.

Figure 4.15: TomoSegMemTV applied to a tomogram of HIV-1 virions. (a)
Membrane strength (local detector of TomoSegMem). (b) Final segmenta-
tion of TomoSegMem, grey values encode the volume of every segmented
membrane, green arrows point to some gaps and yellow arrows point to seg-
mented structures apposed to membranes. (c) Output of MDBTV (local
detector of TomoSegMemTV). (c) Final segmentation of TomoSegMemTV,
the gaps and the structures apposed have disappeared.
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Human Immunodeficiency virus

Figure 4.15 shows the result of the application of TomoSegMemTV to a cryo-
tomogram of HIV-1 virions. This tomogram was already processed with
TomoSegMem in Chapter 2. That procedure allowed good delineation of
the outer membranes of the virions, as shown in Figure 2.9. However, the
segmentation still exhibited some imperfections, such as gaps in the mem-
branes or structures apposed to it (see Figure 2.9 and 4.15). Tensor Voting
does a good job here, and thus TomoSegMemTV succeeds in delineating the
membranes without gaps (Figure 4.15).

Bacterial walls

In this section, we illustrate the application of TomoSegMemTV to the struc-
tural analysis of bacterial membranes. In previous examples, the Hessian
tensor has been used within SES3DTV because it is the proper tensor to
detect ridges. The ridge model is valid for some bacterial walls, as can be
seen in the result of TomoSegMemTV shown in Figure 4.16.a. However,
there exist some cases where this model is not appropriate because the space
between the membrane and the dense content of the bacteria is too narrow
(see Figure 4.16.b). Here, the membrane exhibits an edge-like profile. For
those cases, the Structure tensor is the proper local detector. Then TomoSeg-
MemTV needs a little modification: now the procedures “local_tensor” in
LSD and “steerable2DTV” have to use the Structure tensor instead of the
Hessian tensor. Figure 4.16.b-c shows how our modified version for edge
detection is able to detect bacterial walls even in cases with extremely low
contrast conditions. Moreover, our algorithm has an additional advantage.
As information about the normals to the membrane is now available, profile
samples can be obtained according to the scheme presented in Sections 3.1.1
and 3.1.2. A significant amount of profile samples can be collected through-
out the 3D space of the segmented membrane. Their averaging can yield a
high resolution profile of the bacterial wall (Figure 4.16). This can facilitate
the analysis of this structure and could outperform the procedure used so
far, where limited averaging process is only possible [40].

4.7 Concluding remarks
An algorithm for segmenting membranes based on Tensor Voting (TomoSeg-
MemTV) has been presented in this chapter. It relies on a new local mem-
brane detector that propagates differential information through the neigh-
bourhood of each voxel. This strategy provides the algorithm with abilities
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Figure 4.16: Structural study of bacterial walls. (a) bacteria with walls that
follow ridge profile. Original slice shown on upper-right corner. (b) Bacteria
with wall showing edge-like profile. Original slice on lower-right corner. The
wall has been detected automatically with the modified version for edges of
TomoSegMemTV. The arrow shows an example of surface normal pointing
to the direction for sampling the profiles. (c) 3D view of wall segmentation.
(d) Some sampled profiles straightened. (e) Averaged profile.

to fill gaps present along the membranes. Moreover, it also confers robustness
against other structures attached to them and against the low SNR typically
found under cryo-ET conditions. These features are remarkable compared to
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the techniques previously devised in this thesis. The algorithm has been vali-
dated and tested on a number of experimental datasets, with special focus on
the segmentation of the structures required for the structural and functional
analysis of neuronal synapses.

A thorough objective evaluation has been performed for the task of mem-
brane detection using the standard quality metrics used throughout this
thesis. First, our implementation of Tensor Voting has been compared to
other existing implementations. The results show that the performance of
our algorithm is similar, though with the important advantage of reduced
computational complexity. Second, an evaluation based on the synthetic
phantom used in this thesis has confirmed that the algorithm yields good
performance under different noise levels, including very low SNR. Moreover,
this phantom-based quality assessment has shown that this algorithm clearly
outperforms TomoSegMem (i.e. the first membrane detector devised in this
thesis), especially in terms of sensitivity (i.e. TPF). Finally, a quantitative
comparison with manual segmentation carried out by human experts has also
been presented.

In this chapter we have also checked out the ability of the algorithm to
detect structures with either ridge or edge profiles, by simply making the local
detector be based on the Hessian tensor or the Structure tensor, respectively.
Moreover, the algorithm presented here can also yield not only the set of
segmented membrane points, but also the normals to the membranes. This
opens up the possibility of segmenting the membranes and the 3D space
encompassed by them. And, furthermore, it enables much more sophisticated
structural analyses, such as the study of controversial membrane profiles as
the bacterial walls shown here.

An important advantage of this algorithm has to do with the parameter
setting. The number of parameters has been reduced with regard to the pre-
vious algorithms presented in this thesis. Thus, the robust output yielded by
the local detector in TomoSegMemTV allows application of a simple thresh-
olding algorithm instead of the more complex hysteresis thresholding used
previously (TomoSegMem), hence reducing the number of parameters. Al-
though Tensor Voting still involves a number of free parameters, they can
be easily constrained to physical concepts (e.g. σ is related to membrane
thickness) or they have proved to be low sensitive (e.g. tM = 0.03 in NMS).



Chapter 5

Conclusions and future research

This chapter comprises two parts. Firstly, in Section 5.1 we descriptively
summarise the contents of this thesis and expound the main conclusions that
can be drawn from this work. We also discuss about the contributions and
the performance of the methods developed here as well as their limitations.
Secondly, Section 5.2 investigates the possible future research studies that
can be derived from the contributions of this thesis.

5.1 Conclusions
Segmentation is currently one of the major bottlenecks in the image pro-
cessing workflow of Electron Tomography. Despite the existence of many
segmentation techniques, none has shown general applicability yet. In ad-
dition, ET datasets are particularly challenging due to their low contrast
and high noise (specially in cryo-ET), apart from the distortions caused by
the missing wedge. The difficulty to develop a segmentation method that
proves to be useful in the general case (i.e. for all types of tomograms and
structures) is evidenced by the fact that none of the computational methods
has been extensively used so far. In practice, manual segmentation is still
a common method of choice. Several causes are behind this situation, for
instance, such as the existence of parameters difficult to be tuned or just
to be understood, case-specificity, long processing time, the need for user
intervention to create an initial model for the method to start with, the lack
of software freely available, etc. In the last few years there seems to be a
trend towards the development of methods specially focused on detection of
specific features. The combination of those with other, either generic or case-
specific, segmentation methods and tools already available [102] will facilitate
interpretation of the whole tomogram. The detection of specific features in

99
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tomograms relies mainly on template matching by assigning a patch tem-
plate to the structures to be sought for [48, 49, 85, 88, 103] or uses static
models [92]. These methods are usually computationally intensive and are
susceptible to false positives derived from the underlying cross-correlation
function. In practice, they are not used that often in ET. By contrast, in
mature image processing application fields such as Medical Imaging, meth-
ods based on differential geometry have prevailed over others for segmenting
the basic structures [29, 52, 53, 58, 86, 93, 94].

This thesis aimed to devise, adapt and evaluate methods based on dif-
ferential geometry for segmentation in ET. We focus on membranes because
of their paramount importance, as they constitute the natural limits of or-
ganelles, cells and compartments within. The availability of methods for
automated and objective membrane segmentation and classification is ex-
pected to represent a step further towards (semi-)automated interpretation
of tomograms and be invaluable for the analysis of the crowded and noisy
environments typically imaged by ET.

Objective validation of the developed segmentation methods was a major
difficulty that we found in this work. Despite the fact that some metrics had
already been defined for comparing the overlap between sets of segmented
voxels [33, 99], their application to membranes in ET was not straightforward
at all. This is because membranes are modelled as locally planar structures
with small thickness, which makes their overlapping be excessively sensitive
to minor deviations. As a consequence, we had to define some complementary
metrics that compared the shape instead the overlapping. These metrics then
allowed us to compare the segmentation results obtained by the proposed
methods with the “ground truth” given by manual segmentations performed
by human experts. Nonetheless, comparison with manual segmentation is
not the panacea for objective evaluation because manual delineation is often
imprecise and biased. Therefore, for this reason we also developed a phantom
that resembles a representative ET dataset, and we simulated experimental
ET conditions. This phantom has served as ground truth, and thus has also
allowed us to assess the different methods quantitatively.

In general, as illustrated in the global scheme of Figure 1.6, the segmen-
tation methods proposed in this thesis comprise several generic stages: (i)
filtering for selection of the scale of the features, (ii) local detection for de-
tecting the basic local structures, (iii) thresholding for binarising and, thus
purging, the detection data and (iv) global analysis for isolating the mem-
branes of interest. Additionally, the stage characterisation & classification is
added between the thresholding and the global analysis so as to distinguish
the different membranes according to their local properties.
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5.1.1 Hessian tensor based membrane detection

In Chapter 2 we present a local model for membranes. These can be consid-
ered as planar structures with certain thickness, where the direction of the
membrane is then characterised by the vector normal to the plane. Once
the direction is fixed, this model has just one intrinsic dimension where it
presents a ridge profile. Therefore, the Hessian tensor is the suitable tool for
detecting the structures that follow the model because it can detect ridge
profiles in a (3D) space and can extract their direction. Based on the Hes-
sian tensor a complete membrane segmentation tool called TomoSegMem has
been developed.

There are several key stages in TomoSegMem. The very first step is the
scale-space representation of the tomogram, which allows us to deal with
the noise of tomograms and, further, to work precisely at the scale of the
object of interest. Another key step of the algorithm is the computation
of the local gauge R, the local detector obtained from the Hessian tensor.
Nevertheless, it strongly depends on the density level. As a consequence, we
defined the membrane strength M , a function reflecting the local differential
structure, that overcomes the limitations of R to act as a local membrane
detector. The later stages of the algorithm, hysteresis thresholding and vol-
ume analysis, are intended to integrate information at a higher scale so that
the true membranes are definitely extracted. In these stages, the central cri-
terion is the number of voxels constituting the membranes, which is general
enough to deal with the variety of membranous structures that can be found
in tomograms.

Despite the reliability that TomoSegMem has shown from the comparison
with manual segmentations and the tests with some experimental datasets, it
still has several limitations. First of all, the effects of the missing wedge are
present in the segmentation results, as easily perceptible as membranes being
open along the beam direction. This is a problem shared by all segmentation
methods proposed in this thesis, because these artefacts are inherent to the
ET technology. Sorting out this problem is not a trivial task, though some
kind of modelling [70] may alleviate or compensate for it. This problem also
makes thin structures look like planes at local scale, such as actin filaments
in the D. discoideum tomogram. The global analysis stages successfully deal
with those false positives produced by the local detector. Secondly, another
weakness of the algorithm is the difficulty to segment, as separate objects, dif-
ferent membranous structures that are apposed to each other, or interacting
with some other dense material, as mentioned with the HIV and mitochon-
drion datasets. This method has been presented in several conferences and
has been published in a journal [59, 61, 62].
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5.1.2 Local characterisation and classification of mem-
branes

The simple volume analysis proposed as a global analysis stage in TomoSeg-
Mem allows discrimination between membranes according to their size as long
as they are isolated, i.e. there is no connection between them or with other
objects. On the other hand, the local detector based on the Hessian tensor
can detect membranes because of their ridge-shaped profile. These profiles
contain a wealth of information that could be exploited to characterise and,
thus, classify membranes.

In Chapter 3 a methodology to detect, characterise and classify mem-
branes is presented. It is investigated how a ridge profile can be approxi-
mated by a one-dimensional Gaussian piecewise function, thereby allowing
its characterisation by means of the parameters of this function. Taking into
account that membranes can be considered as structures with just one in-
trinsic dimension at local scale, distinctive description of the profiles along
the direction normal to the membranes allows their characterisation. Thus
ridge profiles, and hence membranes at local scale, are described as eight-
dimensional parameter vectors. These vectors can then be subjected to un-
supervised classification so as to ultimately distinguish the different mem-
branes.

Here we have tested several techniques for this clustering, which have
provided similar results. The simplest one is based on parameter thresh-
olding carried out by the user in a straightforward manner. The fact that
the ridge descriptors correspond to features visually perceptible (e.g. offset,
thickness, sharpness) makes them appropriate for this interactive process.
Two automatic clustering methods have also been tested: K-means and Self-
Organizing Maps. Classification of ridge points by means of any of these
techniques is then extended to the membranes in the tomogram by a mor-
phological growing procedure.

This ridge-based membrane characterisation enriches membrane segmen-
tation, as we have demonstrated in Chapter 3 with the quantitative and qual-
itative results and comparisons with the previous approach, TomoSegMem.
We have also proved that this framework is more robust than TomoSegMem
to deal with structures that attached to one another. Nevertheless, it is still
susceptible to leave spurious details apposed to the membranes, as shown
for instance with the synthetic phantom. This situation worsens under ex-
tremely low SNR conditions, such as that in cryo-ET. On the other hand, the
similar behaviour observed with the different clustering techniques, namely
manual parameter thresholding and automated unsupervised classification
(K-means and SOM), demonstrates that the Gaussian model is appropriate
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to describe the membranes at a local scale. Finally, an important point to
stress is the fact that in ET the structural features are blurred along the elec-
tron beam direction because of the missing wedge artefacts. This actually
turns any structural detail into a plane at local scale. For that reason, this
framework may also be helpful for segmentation with general applicability
in this field. Actually, we have shown numerous examples where virtually
all structural details in the tomograms have been segmented. This frame-
work has been presented in an IEEE conference and has been published in a
journal [60, 63].

5.1.3 Tensor voting membrane segmentation
TomoSegMem has three main limitations as a technique for membrane detec-
tion. First, it is not very robust against structures apposed to membranes,
though this might partially be resolved by locally characterising the mem-
brane. Second, it cannot fill structural gaps that may be present along the
membranes. And finally it requires a number of free parameters to tune. To
alleviate these problems, the use of Tensor Voting is proposed in Chapter 4.
Tensor Voting allows distribution of the local differential information accord-
ing to anisotropic schemes. So, by incorporating Tensor Voting to the local
detector, its robustness is improved and abilities to fill gaps and to ignore
attached structures are acquired. The implementation of Tensor Voting that
has been developed here is more efficient and scales better than the classical
one. This implementation allows us to enhance surfaces from tomograms
in dense mode. The tool has been named TomoSegMemTV. Publications
describing our developments are still in preparation.

The output yielded by the TV-based local detector turns out to be very
robust, which enables the use of a simple standard thresholding procedure
to select the putative true membrane points. Therefore, this constitutes
an advantage compared to TomoSegMem, where a more complex hystere-
sis thresholding stage was required. Moreover, TomoSegMemTV proves to
be simpler from the user’s point of view since the number of parameters
is reduced. Only three parameters are required to fine tune: the scale of
Tensor Voting σv (which depends on the tomogram’s contrast and SNR),
the threshold applied for binarising the output of the local detector (easy to
set by simple inspection) and the volume threshold in the volume analysis
(which depends on the kind of membranes to segment).

In this chapter, we also describe a method to determine the region that
is held within the segmented membrane. In conjunction to membrane de-
lineation, this procedure has allowed us to develop a specific post-processing
stage to segment the structures in cryo-ET of neuronal synapses. This proce-
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dure has potential to fully automate the structural and functional analysis of
synaptic transmission mechanisms [24, 25]. Furthermore, it could be possible
to combine TomoSegMemTV with the characterisation and classification pro-
cedure described in Chapter 3. The former yields a robust local membrane
detection map whereas the latter allows separation of membranes according
to their local properties.

We have also explored how ridge-like and edge-like membranes can be
detected by simply setting the basis of the local detector: the Hessian tensor
and the Structure tensor, respectively. This has been illustrated with its
application to bacterial walls. By extracting and averaging the information
along the normals to the membrane, following the approach described in
Chapter 3, the average profile of the bacterial wall at higher resolution is
obtained for its subsequent precise analysis.

The efficient and scalable Tensor Voting algorithm developed here for
surface-like structures has been compared with a classical implementation
[69]. Similar results have been obtained, with the important advantage of
our reduced computational complexity. TomoSegMemTV has been validated
with the synthetic phantom and the results confirm the higher robustness
of TomoSegMemTV in comparison to TomoSegMem. The specific post-
processing stage for synapses has also been validated by means of qualitative
and quantitative analyses with manual segmentation.

5.2 Future research
In this thesis we have devised membrane segmentation algorithms that are
based on differential geometry. We have shown the good performance on
their application to Electron Tomography through quantitative and quali-
tative analyses. Therefore, now the tools are ready to be extensively used
in structural and functional studies in Structural Biology laboratories. The
combination of our algorithms with other existing segmentation methods and
tools will facilitate interpretation of tomograms. The generic design of most
of the algorithms developed here allows its widespread use. And in the case of
TomoSegMemTV, the parameter setting is particularly simple. Nevertheless,
a thorough and complete structural analysis could still demand adaptations
and combinations with other tools, depending on the requirements of every
specific experiment.

Future extensions of the algorithms to completely understand complex
ET structures and their relationships will undoubtedly require more sophis-
ticated local detectors as well as more elaborate stages for global analysis.
In this thesis we have focused on membranes because of their importance
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in ET and we have modelled them as surfaces (2-manifolds) or local planes.
However, in a 3D image there are two more basic structures: (i) curves (1-
manifolds) or local lines, and (ii) points (0-manifolds) or locally isotropic.
We have showed in this thesis how the Hessian and Structure tensors can
also be applied to detect curve-like or isotropic structures. So, it is possible
to extend or adapt the algorithms presented here to accommodate to these
structures. Moreover, the isotropic is expected to be the simplest case due
to the lack of directionality of these structures. The extension of the Tensor
Voting for detecting other, apart from surfaces, basic structures is more com-
plex. Though in principle it is also designed for enhancement of curves and
isotropic structures, the implementation of all components of Tensor Voting
is not feasible for ET datasets because of its computational requirements.
In this thesis we developed an efficient algorithm, SES3DTV, for comput-
ing the component of Tensor Voting focused on surfaces, and recently, some
efficiency improvements to the 3D version of Tensor Voting has also been
proposed [68, 82]. However, the efficient computation of all the components
of Tensor Voting is still an open question. Its resolution will be invaluable,
not only for ET but for many Computer Vision application fields such as
Medical Imaging, Robotics, Surface Rendering, etc.

Detection of curves would allow segmentation of filaments and membrane
junctions in ET. By contrast, locally isotropic structures would enable seg-
mentation of macromolecular complexes and junctions (complex-membrane,
complex-filament, filament-membrane and filament-filament). Similarly as
we do in Chapter 3, curves and isotropic structures could also be charac-
terised in order to understand the complete shape of these structures without
assuming any previous template. The membrane characterisation developed
in Chapter 3 assumes that all tomograms are only composed by membranes
and their profile follows the piecewise Gaussian model proposed. More com-
plex models will be required to characterise junctions, macromolecular com-
plexes, or structures attached to membranes. In this context, tensors with
an order higher than those in the Hessian and Structure tensors presented
here may be valuable [44].

Segmentation (detection and classification) of all density structures in
a tomogram will allow researchers to analyse all the structural information
contained in it. A significant amount of structural studies carried out by ET
intend to visualize and analyze the subcellular architecture, where most of
the structures are pleomorphic. The global analysis stage in the methods
proposed here is responsible for the integration of the local information and
yield structural information at a global level. In this regard, the analysis of
the topology underlying the local structures will presumably be key to fully
understand their relationships at global level. In this thesis we have started
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to explore this line when we oriented the membranes so as to distinguish
between the interior and exterior regions. The algorithm presented here only
works with membranes represented by smooth surfaces. The orientation of
intricate membranes will require a more in-depth study. If the topology of
the local structures were extracted, it could be represented as a graph and
the global stage could then take advantage of the operators defined in Graph
Theory.

The segmentation methods proposed here may also facilitate high resolu-
tion ET structural studies commonly addressed by sub-tomogram averaging.
Location and rough orientation of the structures within the tomogram may
contribute to reduce the computational cost involved in these studies. The
rough orientation parameters are usually obtained through the standard tech-
nique, template matching. Similar rough parameters could now be obtained
with differential structure approaches, but at much faster speed. Moreover,
these rough angular parameters could be even more precise, particularly when
macromolecular complexes attached to membranes are to be studied. There-
fore, it is expected that the membrane segmentation tools introduced in this
thesis may be combined with sub-tomogram averaging for a thorough, high-
resolution analysis of the distribution of these macromolecular complexes in
their native environment.
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Scientific production

This appendix enumerates the scientific publications carried out by the au-
thor during his formative period (until the deposit of this document). The
first Section lists the publications directly derived from this thesis and the
second presents others works published by the author as MSc student. The
information about the impact index of the journals has been extracted from
JCR 2011 database.

A.1 Publications derived from this thesis
1. A. Martinez-Sanchez, I. Garcia, and J. J. Fernandez, “A ridge-based

framework for segmentation of 3D electron microscopy datasets,” Jour-
nal of Structural Biology, vol. 181, no. 1, pp. 61–70, 2013.
Impact index: two years 3.406 and five years 3.805 (First tercile in
Biophysics).

2. A. Martinez-Sanchez, I. Garcia, and J. J. Fernandez, “A differential
structure approach to membrane segmentation in electron tomogra-
phy,” Journal of Structural Biology, vol. 175, no. 3, pp. 372–383,
2011.
Impact index: two years 3.406 and five years 3.805 (First tercile in
Biophysics)

3. A. Martinez-Sanchez, I. Garcia, and J. J. Fernandez, “A generic model
for ridges: a new framework to characterise biological planar struc-
tures,” in IEEE Proceedings of the International Symposium on Biomed-
ical Imaging, February 2012, pp. 1675–1678.
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4. A. Martinez-Sanchez, I. Garcia, and J. J. Fernandez, “Procedure for
Detection of Membranes in Three-Dimensional Subcellular Density Map,”
in 6th International Conference on Practical Applications of Computa-
tional Biology & Bioinformatics, ser. Advances in Intelligent and Soft
Computing, 2012, vol. 154, pp. 137–145.

5. A. Martinez-Sanchez, I. Garcia, and J. J. Fernandez, “Segmentation
of planar structures in bioimaging,” in Proceedings of the International
Conference on Computer Vision Theory and Applications, G. Csurka
and J. Braz, Eds., vol. 2. SciTePress, May 2012, pp. 42–47.

6. J. J. Fernandez, J. I. Agulleiro, J. R. Bilbao-Castro, A. Martinez-
Sanchez, I. Garcia, F. J. Chichon, J. Martin-Benito, and J. L. Car-
rascosa, “Image processing in electron tomography,” in Microscopy:
science, technology, applications and education, A. Mendez-Vilas and
J.Diaz, Eds. Formatex, 2010, pp. 19–28.

A.2 Other publications
1. A. Martinez-Sanchez, C. Fernandez, P. J. Navarro and I. Iborra, “A

Novel Method to Increase LinLog CMOS Sensors’ Performance in High
Dynamic Range Scenarios,” Sensors, vol. 11, no. 9, pp. 8412–8429,
2011.
Impact index: two years 1.739 and five years 2.060 (First quartile in
Instruments & Instrumentation).

2. A. Martinez-Sanchez, P. J. Navarro, J. Suardiaz, C. Fernandez and
A. Iborra, “Adaptive image acquisition and pre-processing in triggered
vision systems,” in Proceedings of the 35th Annual Conference of the
IEEE Industrial Electronics Society, November 2009, pp. 1996–2002.

A.3 Software packages
The segmentation methods developed in Chapter 2, TomoSegMem, and in
Chapter 4, TomoSegMemTV, can be freely downloaded and used from the
URL:

• https://sites.google.com/site/3demimageprocessing

https://sites.google.com/site/3demimageprocessing
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TomoSegMem package contains a set of binaries for x86-based platforms
under Linux (64 and 32 bits) and Intel-based Macs under OSX (10.6 and
onwards), a dataset for training and documentation.

TomoSegMemTV package is currently in a beta-test stage. It will contain
a set of Matlab® functions which encodes all the tools described in Chapter
4 (additionally, some other functionalities described in other chapters will
also be included), besides a dataset for training and documentation.
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